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PART B: COLLECTION OF INFORMATION INVOLVING 
STATISTICAL METHODS 

The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) contracted with Mathematica Policy Research to 
conduct an evaluation of the unemployment compensation (UC) provisions of the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 and related legislation. The major provisions can 
be grouped into three categories. The first includes extensions of the number of weeks of 
unemployment benefits available to workers who exhausted their entitlement to state-financed 
benefits. The Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 2008 (EUC08), initially signed in 
June 2008 but extended several times, contains four tiers of benefits, which collectively can provide 
up to 53 weeks of additional UC benefits to workers who exhausted their entitlements under regular 
state UI programs. Legislation also made additional changes to expand the availability of benefits 
through the Extended Benefits (EB) program, a long-standing program that provides additional 
weeks of benefits to unemployed workers in states with unemployment rates above certain 
thresholds. Furthermore, the EB program, which historically had been financed 50-50 by states and 
the federal government, could be fully financed by the federal government. The second category of 
UC provisions is intended, through the use of federal incentive funds offered to states, to encourage 
states to modernize their programs in response to certain changes over time in technology and the 
labor market. The policies have the intent of expanding UC system coverage to additional workers 
or providing adding benefits to covered workers. The third set of provisions is intended to help 
states or unemployed workers better weather the recession. These provisions include (1) the 
establishment of Federal Additional Compensation (FAC), which added $25 per week to UC weekly 
benefit amounts until it expired in December 2010; (2) a reduction in federal taxation of a portion of 
UC benefits during calendar year 2009; and (3) suspension of interest payments on all state trust 
fund loans in 2009 and 2010. The net result of these changes and other UC-related provisions of 
ARRA was that the federal government came to play a much larger role in the UC system than had 
been the case in previous recessions. 

The evaluation of the UC provisions of ARRA and the related legislation is designed to provide 
insights about five topic areas:  (1) states’ decisions to adopt certain UC-related reforms encouraged 
by ARRA, (2) states’ implementation experiences with ARRA UC provisions, (3) the characteristics 
of recipients of different types of unemployment benefits during the time in which ARRA-related 
UC benefits were available, (4) impacts of UC ARRA provisions on recipients’ outcomes, and 
(5) additional research questions about the influence of the UC provisions of ARRA on 
macroeconomic issues and state unemployment insurance (UI) trust funds.  

This package requests clearance for three data collection efforts conducted as part of the 
evaluation: 

1. A UI Recipient Survey. This survey will seek information about a nationally 
representative sample of approximately 2,400 UI recipients in 20 randomly selected UI 
jurisdictions from among the states and the District of Columbia; topics to be covered 
include the recipients’ employment and financial characteristics prior to their 
unemployment spells, as well as their experiences during and after benefit collection. 
The UI recipient survey is presented in Appendix A. 

2. A Survey of UI Administrators. This survey will yield data about the decision-making 
and implementation experiences of UI administrators in all 50 states and the District of 
Columbia. The survey of UI administrators is presented in Appendix B. 
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3. Site visit Data Collection. In-person visits to 20 purposively selected states and a data 
systems survey to be provided to state-level staff prior to the in-person visits will 
provide qualitative and in-depth information about the states’ experiences deciding 
whether to adopt optional UC-related provisions of  ARRA, as well as their experiences 
with implementation of these and other provisions. A master protocol for the visits and 
the data systems survey are included in Appendixes C and D, respectively. 

1. Respondent Universe and Sampling 

The following three subsections discuss the respondent universe and sampling for the UI 
recipient survey, the survey of UI administrators, and the site visit data collection, respectively. 

a. UI Recipient Survey 

The individual-level analyses conducted for this study were commissioned by DOL to 
determine how the experiences of job losers were shaped by the modifications to the UC system 
enacted by the federal government in response to the recent recession. The study’s impact 
evaluation seeks to measure the effects of certain ARRA-based changes to UC policies (for example, 
availability of extended benefits for UI exhaustees through the four tiers of the EUC08 program) on 
labor market, training, and financial outcomes of UI recipients. Key study outcomes include the 
duration of the initial unemployment spell, earnings on reemployment, and the extent of financial 
hardships that recipients experienced. (A more detailed list of the UC policy changes considered in 
the impact analysis is included in Section B.2.)  To put the impact estimates in context, descriptive 
analyses will also provide DOL with an understanding of the socioeconomic and demographic 
characteristics of unemployed workers served by the UC system during the recent recession. 
Because most of these characteristics and outcomes are either imperfectly measured or not 
measured at all in administrative and extant survey data, Mathematica will conduct a survey of UI 
recipients to gather the unique data needed for this evaluation.  

To cost-effectively produce nationally representative estimates, the survey will be administered 
to a sample of 2,400 UI recipients identified from administrative claims records using a two-stage 
cluster randomized sampling strategy. In the first stage, a sample of 20 out of the 51 major UI 
jurisdictions (50 states and the District of Columbia) will be randomly selected from which to gather 
the administrative data to identify recipients (the “sampling frame”). In the second stage, 3,000 
recipients from the jurisdictions selected in the first-stage sample will then be randomly selected to 
be interviewed.  An expected individual-level response rate of 80 percent will yields a sample of 
2,400 recipients completing surveys.1

                                                 
1 Section B.3 describes analyses and adjustments that will be made to address the potential for non-response bias at 

both the individual level and at the state level, as well as methods that will be used to maximize response rates. 

 Although these sample sizes were limited by budgetary 
considerations, they should be sufficient to measure differences between important study subgroups 
with reasonable precision. For example, as described in Section B.2, power calculations based on this 
sampling design will allow differences in the gender composition of UI-only recipients and 
extended-benefits recipients of between 6.6 and 8.0 percentage points to be detected. Moreover, 
when comparing recipients who experienced a gap between UI exhaustion and the availability of 
extended benefits to recipients who were able to progress smoothly from UI benefits onto EUC08 
benefits, the survey sample is expected to yield a minimum statistically detectible difference in 
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unemployment durations of 3 months. Nationally representative sample statistics will be estimated 
using weights that are derived from the sampling design.  

Although the two-stage sampling design will result in less precise estimates than what would be 
obtained if recipients were interviewed from every UI jurisdiction, it substantially reduces both the 
resources required for the study and the collective burden to be incurred by UI jurisdictions in 
providing the administrative files. As a further measure to minimize burden and costs incurred from 
UI records that will serve as the sampling frame, states will be selected jointly for this study (the 
“UCP Study”) and Mathematica’s DOL-funded evaluation of the COBRA subsidy available under 
ARRA (the “COBRA Subsidy Evaluation”).2

The following subsections describe specific elements of the two-stage sampling strategy in 
greater detail: (1) the target population and study populations for this evaluation; (2) the allocation of 
the second-stage survey sample across benefit year begin (BYB) dates and study subpopulations; 
(3) the “composite size measure” that is used to calculate first-stage selection probabilities for UI 
jurisdictions; (4) the stratification system that, in conjunction with selection probabilities, determines 
the likely distribution of UI jurisdictions included in the sample; and (5) the sampling weights that 
will be constructed to account for the sampling design. 

   

1. Target Population and Study Population 

The overall target population for the evaluation consists of individuals who were potentially 
eligible for additional unemployment benefits through the EUC08 legislation. Thus, recipients with 
BYB dates ranging from May 1, 2006, through late 2011 (given current legislation) could potentially 
be included in the analysis.  

The survey will concentrate on a study population with BYB dates between October 1, 2007, 
and September 30, 2009. This range of BYB dates includes recipients with diverse experiences with 
ARRA-related policy and program changes related to the duration of benefits available. For 
example, most of the variation in the number of weeks of benefits that could be collected without 
interruption through the EUC08 and EB programs applied to individuals with BYB dates in 2008. 
Thus, concentrating the survey sample on recipients with BYB dates ranging from the last quarter of 
2007 to third quarter of 2009 will result in more precise estimates of the impact of the benefits 
available under EUC08 and EB, as compared to a broader date range that includes earlier and more 
recent recipients. It also allows the full UC benefit collection history to be characterized for most 
survey respondents using administrative data, reducing the need to ask for this information in the 
survey or to use statistical techniques to account for incomplete information. Finally, post-UC 
outcomes will be observed for most recipients in the survey, which will increase the capacity of the 
evaluation to detect impacts. 

                                                 
2 As with the UCP study, the COBRA Subsidy Evaluation seeks to implement a two-stage cluster randomized 

design with 20 UI jurisdictions selected in the first stage. The COBRA study will focus on a study population consisting 
of UI recipients who lost their jobs between February 17, 2009, and May 31, 2010, drawing a sample of 
12,000 individuals to be located for interviewing.  A separate OMB/PRA clearance package will be submitted for data 
collection for the COBRA Subsidy Evaluation. 
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As described in Section B.2, the descriptive and impact analyses will estimate and compare the 
average characteristics and outcomes of various subgroups of UI recipients. One key comparison for 
this study will be between the following subpopulations: 

• The UI-only population, consisting of individuals who received a first payment from the 
regular UI system and did not exhaust their regular UI entitlement; and  

• The extended benefits population, consisting of individuals who received a regular UI 
first payment and subsequently collected benefits through EUC08, through EB, or 
though both programs. 

These subpopulations partition the overall study population described above. The extended benefits 
population does not distinguish among individuals according to the program from which their 
benefits were derived. The reason for this is that there is potentially substantial overlap in duration 
of benefits between recipients of EUC08 Tier 4 benefits and EB recipients in UI jurisdictions that 
had not triggered onto Tier 4.3

2. Allocation of the Second-Stage Survey Sample Across BYB Dates and Study Populations 

 Hence, the experiences of those two groups of recipients might be 
fairly similar. Furthermore, some jurisdictions transitioned UI exhaustees onto EB during lapses in 
the EUC08 legislation; in these cases, recipients would not progress in a clean, sequential way 
through the three types of programs. 

The sample of recipients will be allocated fairly equally across six-month ranges of BYB dates.4 
This should allow the effects of EUC08 on recipient outcomes to be detected with more reliability, 
as compared to a proportional allocation across BYB dates that would tend to arise naturally with 
unrestricted sampling. Many of the changes to EUC08 legislation affected individuals based on their 
date of entry into the UI system. For example, workers who continuously collected benefits from a 
26-week regular UI entitlement with a BYB date in July 2008 would typically have experienced a 
three-month gap between when their EUC08 Tier 2 benefits were exhausted and when they became 
eligible to collect EUC08 Tier 3, whereas workers in a similar situation but with BYB dates in 
October 2008 would have transitioned smoothly onto Tier 3. Thus, a nearly equal allocation of the 
sample across BYB date ranges will increase the precision for detecting differences in the effects of 
the availability of Tier 3 benefits. Greater statistical power for the impact analysis through a 
disproportionate sample allocation may come at the cost of lower overall descriptive power.5

To achieve an approximately equal number of survey respondents in each BYB date range, 
selection of UI recipients will be explicitly stratified across BYB date range strata. (Within each BYB 
date stratum, the sample will be allocated across UI jurisdictions to achieve approximately equal 

 
Nonetheless, as shown below, the sample allocation should still yield fairly precise survey-based 
descriptive statistics. 

                                                 
3 Tiers 1, 2, and 3 of EUC08 became available in almost every UI jurisdiction.  However, only 33 jurisdictions 

triggered onto Tier 4 of EUC08.  
4 Between-group comparisons are generally the most precise when there are equal numbers in the groups being 

compared. 
5 A proportional allocation will result in nearly equal weights when generating survey estimates that are 

representative of the underlying population.  Unequal weighting will tend to increase the sampling variance. 
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sampling weights for sample members in each BYB date range stratum.) Selection will occur 
independently in each sampling stratum defined by UI jurisdiction and BYB date range stratum. 
Survey monitoring costs increase with the number of sampling cells and nonresponse analyses 
become less reliable as the number of sample members in each cell decreases. Thus, it is unworkable 
to explicitly define very fine-grained BYB date range strata. For example, given the two-year 
sampling frame and a total of 2,400 surveys to be completed, explicitly stratifying by month would 
result in 480 sampling cells to monitor (20 UI jurisdictions × 24 month strata) that would each 
contain, on average, a target of 5 survey completes. Instead, BYB will be stratified based on six-
month intervals. This would result in 80 cells, each containing a target of 30 survey completes—
numbers that are more feasible for monitoring and nonresponse analyses.6

Within the explicit BYB date range strata, selection of recipients will be implicitly stratified 
according to the BYB month and then by study population within BYB month. Implicit 
stratification involves first dividing the population list into strata and then sorting records within 
each stratum by the implicit stratification factors (in this case, by BYB month and study population). 
The sample is then drawn from this sorted list using a sequential selection procedure (Chromy 
1979). Implicit stratification will result in an approximately proportional allocation across BYB 
months without imposing fixed sample sizes in each stratum, as with explicit stratification, and thus 
is expected to have less of an effect on monitoring costs. 

  

The decision to implicitly stratify the survey sample by study populations is based on three 
considerations. First, although an equal allocation maximizes the precision of comparisons between 
groups, a proportional allocation reduces the variation in the sampling weights when computing 
pooled estimates across groups. The latter would increase the precision of pooled analyses of, for 
example, the relationship between financial well-being (or the duration of benefit receipt itself) and 
the availability of EUC08 among all UI recipients. Second, the precision loss for between-group 
comparisons is unlikely to be substantial because preliminary estimates indicate that roughly half of 
UI recipients moved onto EUC08. Third, an equal allocation across study populations would require 
explicit stratification, which would double the number of sampling cells and approximately halve the 
number of cases in each cell. An approximately proportional allocation can be achieved through 
implicit stratification, which leaves monitoring costs and the reliability of nonresponse analyses 
unchanged. 

3. Composite Size Measure and First-Stage Selection of UI Jurisdictions 

The study will select 20 UI jurisdictions in the first stage with probability proportional to a 
composite size measure defined as a weighted sum of the total population in each explicit second-
stage BYB stratum. This composite size measure is calculated as the expected sample size across all 
study populations in the first stage sampling unit (the UI jurisdictions), as described below.  
Specifically, states will be selected with probability proportional to a composite size measure that is 
based on the number of UI recipients who receive first payments in each of four the six-month BYB 
date ranges described above. This composite size measure also permits sample sizes to be similar 
across the selected states while minimizing variation in selection probabilities among individuals 
                                                 

6 Although it will not be possible to stratify sampling within each BYB date range stratum by additional 
socioeconomic factors that have been shown to have a significant association with survey response rates, information 
can be pooled across strata to analyze and adjust for such patterns. More details on the study’s nonresponse analyses are 
provided in Section B.3. 
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within the same study population. In this design, every recipient within each BYB date range has an 
equal probability of being included in the final sample, which reduces the losses in precision arising 
from variation in the sampling weights.  

First-Stage and Second-Stage Sample Sizes. The number of states to be included in the 
study has been determined by two factors. First, although collecting data from all 51 UI jurisdictions 
would improve precision by avoiding the use of a clustered sampling design, the intensive 
recruitment efforts and cost-recovery payments required to do so would be prohibitively expensive, 
given the available resources. Second, because of constraints on the budgetary resources available 
for individual-level data collection, there is a tradeoff between the gain in precision from increasing 
the number of states and the loss in precision from a smaller sample size of individual recipients. 
Based on the past experience of DOL and Mathematica in conducting similar large-scale surveys, 
sampling 20 jurisdictions is expected to maximize overall precision: the precision gained by including 
additional jurisdictions is likely to be outweighed by the precision lost due to the smaller sample size. 
Given the budgetary allocation for individual-level data collection and an expected response rate of 
80 percent, selecting 20 UI jurisdictions in the first stage implies that it will be feasible to obtain 
2,400 completed surveys based on an initial sample of 3,000 recipients selected from the first-stage 
jurisdictions’ administrative records. 

Composite Size Measure. For the UCP study, the composite size measure for each UI 
jurisdiction j  would be set equal to 

(1) 
4

1

UCP UCP UCP
j i ij

i
S f N

=

= ×∑ , 

where i  indexes each six-month period between October 1, 2007, and September 30, 2009, UCP
ijN  is 

the number of UI first payments made in jurisdiction j  during period i  and UCP
if  is the sampling 

rate of the national (51-jurisdiction) population of recipients with first payments in period i  that will 
be contacted for interviews. Since approximately 3,000 recipients will be contacted for the study as a 
whole and that the survey sample will be allocated evenly across six-month intervals: 

(2) ,750 /UCP
i i totf N= , 

where ,i totN  represents the national number of UI first payments received during period i . The 

composite size measure, UCP
jS , can be interpreted as the expected number of individuals that would 

be sampled from jurisdiction j  if all jurisdictions were included in the sample with certainty. 

To coordinate the selection of UI jurisdictions with the COBRA Subsidy Evaluation, the 
composite size measure is expanded so that for jurisdiction j it is equal to 

(3) 
4

1

JOINT UCP UCP COBRA COBRA
j i ij j

i
S f N f N

=

 = × + ×  
∑ . 

This joint size measure contains all of the components of the UCP composite size measure for 
jurisdiction j  in equation (1) and adds a final term based on the national sampling rate sought for 

the COBRA study ( COBRAf ) applied to a count of individuals who received a first UI payment in 
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jurisdiction j  between February 17, 2009, and May 31, 2010 ( COBRA
jN ). Hence, using the joint size 

measure puts slightly more weight on individuals who lost their jobs during the trough of the 
recession and the subsequent recovery period than if the measure were constructed for UCP alone. 
However, the added COBRA component of the joint size measure is highly correlated with the 
UCP-alone size measure ( ρ  = 0.991), so adopting the joint measure will have little effect on the 
jurisdiction-level selection probabilities.7

Among the 20 UI jurisdictions to be selected for the study, a few jurisdictions with the largest 
numbers of UI recipients, as gauged by their composite size measures, will be selected with certainty. 
These jurisdictions would appear in every random sample that could be drawn and would, on 
average, be included at least once if the sample were drawn with replacement. The remaining 
jurisdictions, known as noncertainty jurisdictions, will be selected without replacement using a 
sequential selection probability proportional to size (PPS) procedure (Chromy 1979) and using the 
stratification system described in the next subsection. 

  

Allocation of the Second-Stage Survey Sample Across UI Jurisdictions. Conditional on a 
UI jurisdiction being included in the selected sample, the number of sample members allocated to 
each BYB stratum in that jurisdiction will vary in proportion to the expected number of individual 
recipients in that stratum, as compared to the total number of recipients selected in jurisdiction j  
with first-payment dates in the four BYB strata.  More specifically, the number of individuals with 
BYB dates in period i  selected to be interviewed in jurisdiction j  will equal  

(4) 
UCP UCP

i ijUCP
ij UCP

j

f N
n m

S
×

= × , 

where m  is the total number of interviews initiated, which is constant across all jurisdictions, except 
the certainty selections.8

UCP
ijn

 This allocation reduces the variation in the sampling weights by ensuring 
that, a priori, all recipients in each BYB date range have an equal probability of being included in the 
survey sample (Folsom, Potter, and Williams 1987). The   individuals will be chosen randomly 
from the administrative records of jurisdiction j  using implicit stratification according to BYB 
month and study subpopulation, as described above. 

4. Stratification of the First-Stage Selection Process 

Primary strata for selecting UI jurisdictions in the first stage of the sampling process will be 
formed to address two important analytic goals of the evaluation: (1) ensuring that the sample 
includes adequate variability the maximum number of weeks (MNW) of benefits that became 
available through regular UI, EUC08, and EB combined; and (2) addressing potential bias in the 

                                                 
7 Once states have been selected using the joint size measure, the UCP sample will still be allocated across BYB 

date ranges using equation (2). This continues to ensure that all members of the UCP study population have an equal a 
priori likelihood of being of included in the survey sample, reducing the need to apply unequal weights. 

8 A higher total number of interviewers will be allocated to certainty jurisdictions to account for the fact that they 
are, in essence, undersampled, relative to the frequency with which they would be selected if the jurisdictions could be 
drawn with replacement. 
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survey estimates due to jurisdiction-level nonresponse.9

Stratifying to Ensure Adequate Variability in the MNW Across Jurisdictions. DOL has 
placed an analytic emphasis on the MNW as a potentially important source driver of differences in 
outcomes among UI recipients for the UCP study. Consequently, the first-stage selection will also be 
stratified according to the MNW in each jurisdiction. The distribution of the MNW across 
jurisdictions suggests defining three strata: (1) 60-79 weeks (12 states; “low”), (2) 86-94 weeks 
(8 states; “medium”), and (3) 99 or more weeks (30 states and DC; “high”).  

 Each of these dimensions of stratification is 
described in the subsections below; the expected number of jurisdictions to be selected from each 
primary stratum is discussed in a third subsection.  

Stratifying to Address Possible Jurisdiction-Level Nonreponse. Although the evaluation 
team will follow Mathematica’s established practices to maximize response rates at every level (see 
Section B.3), UI jurisdictions may not cooperate with this study’s request for administrative claims 
data. Based on the experiences of Mathematica staff in conducting a 1990s study of the emergency 
unemployment compensation (EUC) program (Corson et al. 1999), UI jurisdictions that are 
experiencing more strain on their UC system due to a worse economy may be less likely to 
cooperate. This could result in biased survey estimates because differences among states in 
economic conditions are expected to also affect the individual-level outcomes relevant to the UCP 
study. To address this potential for nonresponse bias from jurisdictional-level nonresponse, first-
stage selection will also be stratified according to the observed increase in the percentage change in 
UI first claims between calendar year 2007, a period that included the last business cycle peak, to 
calendar year 2009, a period that covered the trough of the recent recession. This stratification factor 
was chosen because the percentage change in claims (PCC) can be regarded as a proxy for the 
recessionary strain on the UC system within a state.10  Two strata will be formed based on the PCC 
variable: a “low” stratum containing jurisdictions in which the change in claims ranged from 23 to 
74 percent (25 states and DC), and a “high” stratum in which the PCC variable ranged from 82 to 
162 (25 states).11

Stratifying on the PCC variable will enable the creation of a randomly-selected reserve sample 
of UI jurisdictions that has a similar distribution of this measure of recessionary strains as the main 
sample. In the event that a jurisdiction refuses to provide data after intensive recruitment efforts, an 
additional randomly-selected jurisdiction from the same primary stratum (defined by the PCC and 
MNW variables together, as described below) can be released into the sample. Because the random 

    

                                                 
9 The selection of UI jurisdictions will also be implicitly stratified according to geography using three strata based 

on DOL regions. The first stratum consists of UI jurisdictions in the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and South (regions 1, 2, 
and 3). The second stratum consists largely of states in the Rocky Mountains, the Texarkana area, the Great Plains, and 
the Midwest (region 5 and most of region 4). The third stratum consists of Pacific and Southwestern states (region 6 and 
New Mexico). Preliminary simulations of the sampling process suggested that this grouping structure could, on average, 
achieve a geographic balance across all of the DOL regions. Nonetheless, given that geographic stratification will occur 
after the sample of jurisdictions is divided into five primary analytic strata (as described in the text), the sampling process 
is unlikely to ensure an even allocation across regions (or geographic strata) in every sample.  

10 Annual claims data are used, rather than monthly or quarterly data, to avoid having differences across states in 
the seasonality of unemployment affect the stratification variable. 

11 Forming three or more PCC strata is not feasible because, when forming primary strata using both the PCC and 
MNW variables, over 60 percent of the jurisdictions selected for the analysis would be chosen with certainty, which has 
negative consequences for the precision and the face validity of the sample.   
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addition to the sample will have a similar range for the PCC variable, augmenting the sample in this 
manner should reduce the likelihood that sample estimates are biased by differential nonresponse 
among states that experienced a certain extent of change in the volume of UI claims.  

Sampling Rates by Primary Stratum. Crossing the two dimensions of stratification, the 
5 primary jurisdiction-level sampling strata are: 

1. Low PCC and low or medium MNW  

2. Low PCC and high MNW  

3. High PCC and low MNW  

4. High PCC and medium MNW  

5. High PCC and high MNW 

It was necessary to collapse the low- and medium-MNW categories together within the low-PCC 
stratum because, otherwise, they would only contain four and two jurisdictions, respectively. Even 
after collapsing the two strata together, the expected number of selections from the resulting 
primary stratum is very small. As shown in the fourth column of Table B.1, a proportional allocation 
would have resulted in 0.88 states being drawn, on average, from primary stratum 1 over repeated 
sampling. 

Table B.1. Selection Probabilities Based on the UCP and UCP- COBRA Size Measures 

Primary 
Stratum 

Category 
for PCC 
Variable 

Category 
for MNW 
Variable 

Proportional 
Sampling  Oversampling Low- and Medium-MNW Strata 

Expected 
Number of 

Jurisdictions 
in Sample  

Number of 
Certainty 
Selections 

Number of 
Random 

Selections in 
Main Sample 

Number of 
Jurisdictions 
in Reserve 

Sample 

1 Low Low-Medium 0.88  2 1 3 
2 Low High 11.37  3 4 13 
3 High Low 1.14  0 2 6 
4 High Medium 1.94  2 2 2 
5 High High 4.68  2 2 7 

Sources: Values for the maximum number of weeks (MNW) variable were calculated using (1) annual UI 
policy information from the Comparison of State Unemployment Laws series archived by the 
U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration (ETA) 
http://www.workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/pdf/uilawcompar/ (accessed on 
4/12/2011), and (2) weekly trigger notice data for the Extended Benefits and Emergency 
Unemployment Compensation Act of 2008 programs archived online at 
http://www.ows.doleta.gov/unemploy/claims_arch.asp (accessed on 4/12/2011). Values of 
the percentage change in claims (PCC) variable and the size measures used to calculate 
selection probabilities were constructed based on data on UI first payments and first claims 
available from ETA online at http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/finance.asp 
(accessed 01/14/2011). 
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Table B.1 (continued) 
   

Notes: The figures in the table are based on the assumptions that 20 UI jurisdictions will be selected 
in the first stage of sampling and in the second stage: (1) 3,000 recipients with BYB dates 
distributed equally across the four six-month intervals between October 1, 2007, and 
September 30, 2009, will be selected for the UCP study and (2) 12,000 recipients with BYB 
dates between February 17, 2009, and May 31, 2010, will be selected for the COBRA subsidy 
evaluation. Categories for the MNW and PCC variables were defined as described in the text. 
The expected number of selections with proportional sampling and the number of certainty 
selections with oversampling of the low- and medium-MNW stratum were calculated using the 
composite size measure displayed in equation (3).  

Given the distribution of the size measure across the five primary strata, it was desirable to 
oversample in primary strata covering the low- and medium-MNW categories. Taking the 
oversampling rates into account, the fifth column Table B.1 shows the number of certainty 
selections in each primary stratum. These nine jurisdictions all would have expected selection 
frequencies larger than one using the revised sampling rates. The sixth column of the table shows 
the number of random selections in the main sample for in each stratum. This is equivalent to the 
number of randomly-selected jurisdictions included in the final sample if there were a 100 percent 
response rate. The final column of the table displays the number of additional UI jurisdictions in the 
reserve sample by stratum, which represents the maximum number of additional states that could be 
released into each stratum in the event of nonresponse in the initial sample. 

5. Construction of Weights 

Each of the analyses based on the UI recipient survey will use appropriate weights so that the 
estimates can be generalized to the appropriate population. These weights will be developed using a 
two-stage process: (1) computation of initial sampling weights; and (2) adjustment of the sampling 
weights for nonresponse. Each of these steps is discussed below. 

Initial Sampling Weights. In the first step, initial sampling weights are computed based on 
the probability of selection at each of the two stages (UI jurisdictions and individuals within 
jurisdictions). In the first stage of the sample design, the certainty jurisdictions will have weight of 
1 and the randomly selected (noncertainty) jurisdictions will have a sampling that is inversely 
proportional to the probability of selection. The second-stage weight component will be based on 
the probability of an individual being selected from the UI claims records. This component will vary 
within each of the four BYB date range strata described above. 

Nonresponse Adjustments. In the second step, the sampling weights are adjusted for 
nonresponse at both stages. Nonresponse at the jurisdiction level will be handled differently based 
on whether the jurisdiction is selected with certainty or the jurisdiction is a non-certainty jurisdiction.  

A certainty jurisdiction is, by definition, a jurisdiction with a sufficiently large population size 
that the jurisdiction is unique. Therefore, if a certainty jurisdiction refuses to provide UI 
administrative claims records for this evaluation, the study population will be redefined to exclude 
the persons in the noncooperating jurisdiction. Survey estimates will then enable inferences to the 
population of individuals in the remaining jurisdictions. The redefinition of the population for 
inferences is a conservative approach since it limits the inferences to a population that had a chance 
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of inclusion into the study. If a noncertainty jurisdiction refuses to cooperate with a data request, 
this refusal will be accounted for in the nonresponse adjustment for the individual-level sampling 
weights.12

Individual-level nonresponse adjustments will be made using response propensity modeling and 
post-stratification. In essentially all surveys, the sampling weights need to be adjusted to account for 
sample members who cannot be located or who refuse to respond once located. The adjusted 
weight is the product of the sampling weight and an adjustment factor. The approach to be used in 
this study to calculate adjustment factors is a generalization of the commonly used method in which 
“weighting classes” of sample members with similar characteristics are formed and adjustment 
factors are calculated as the inverse of the weighted response rate in that class. This method 
produces unbiased estimates of population parameters when the (unobserved) outcomes and 
characteristics of individuals in the same weighting classes are the same, on average. The natural 
extension to the weighting class procedure is to use logistic regression with the weighting class 
definitions used as covariates. The logistic regression approach also has the ability to include both 
continuous and categorical variables, and standard statistical tests are available to evaluate the 
selection n of variables for the model (Särndal et al. 1992).  

  

Two logistic regression models will be used to calculate nonresponse adjustments. In the first 
model, the binary dependent variable will be defined according to whether the individual could be 
located. In the second model, which will be estimated within the sample of individuals who were 
located, the dependent variable will differentiate between “respondents” and “nonrespondents.” In 
the UCP study, sample members will be classified as “respondents” if they complete the interview 
(or if someone does so on their behalf) or if they are determined to be ineligible for the study (for 
example, if they are deceased). Based on these logistic models, the inverse of the propensity scores 
will be used as adjustment factors. The adjusted weight for each sample case is the product of the 
initial sampling weight and the two adjustment factors. 

Each logistic nonresponse model will be fitted by first identifying a pool of covariates to work 
from using stepwise regression, then assessing candidate models using various measures of goodness 
of fit and predictive ability. The covariates will include factors or attributes that can be obtained 
from administrative data and (1) which are likely to be associated with differences in the likelihood 
that a sample member is located and interviewed and (2) have been shown by previous research 
(Corson et al. 1999; Needels et al. 2000) to be related to the outcomes of interest for this study 
among UI recipients.  Specific examples include: 

• Pre-claim earnings, occupation, and industry  

• Reason for separation from pre-claim job 

• Age 

• Gender 

• Race and ethnicity 

• Geographic location 

                                                 
12 Additional adjustments may be made based on the findings of the nonresponse analysis described in Section B.3. 
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A chi-squared automatic interaction detector (CHAID) will be used to refine the list of candidate 
independent variables and identify interactions among them.13

The variables and interactions identified using CHAID then will be processed using forward 
and backward stepwise regression (using SAS Logistic procedure with weights normalized to the 
sample size) to further refine the candidate variables and interaction terms. After identifying a 
smaller pool of main effects and interactions for potential inclusion in the final model, a set of 
models will be evaluated to determine the final model. Because the SAS stepwise logistic procedures 
do not incorporate the sampling design, the final selection of the covariates will be accomplished 
using the logistic regression procedure in SUDAAN (Research Triangle Institute 2004).  

 The CHAID procedure iteratively 
segments a data set into mutually exclusive subgroups that share similar characteristics based on 
their effect on nominal or ordinal dependent variables. It automatically checks all variables in the 
data set and creates a hierarchy that shows all statistically significant subgroups. The algorithm finds 
splits in the population, which are as different as possible based on a chi-square statistic. It is a 
forward stepwise procedure, and it finds the most diverse subgrouping, and then each of these 
subgroups is further split into more diverse sub-subgroups. Sample size limitations are set to avoid 
generating cells with small counts. The algorithm stops when splits no longer are significant; that is, 
the group is homogeneous with respect to variables not yet used or when the cells contain too few 
cases. The CHAID procedure results in a tree that identifies the set of variables and interactions 
among the variables that have an association with the ability to locate a sample member and the 
propensity of a located sample member to be a respondent (eligible or ineligible).  

After the nonresponse adjusted weights are computed, survey estimates of the number of UI 
recipients with first payments in each BYB date range will be post-stratified to the national counts 
available from ETA. In some situations, the post-stratification factors or nonresponse adjustment 
factors can introduce excessive variation in the sampling weights, which can reduce the precision of 
survey estimates.  Consequently, extreme weights might be trimmed using one of the methods by 
Potter (1990, 1993) that reduces sampling variation while minimizing the potential for bias caused by 
trimming. The weights again will be post-stratified to population counts after the weight trimming.  
Because the sampling design will result in nearly equal weights in the BYB date range strata, there is 
likely to be little or no weight trimming (Potter et al. 1998). 

b. Survey of UI Administrators 

The sample for the survey of UI administrators will be the 51 major UI jurisdictions (the 
50 states plus the District of Columbia). There will be no subsampling for survey administration. 
The key outcomes of interest for the regression analysis of state decision-making are indicators for 
whether the jurisdiction adopted each of the five UI modernization provisions of interest and the 
total unemployment rate (TUR) trigger for EB benefits. Responses to the survey questionnaire will 
be used to create explanatory variables to be included in separate regressions for each outcome. 

                                                 
13 CHAID is normally attributed to Kass (1980) and Biggs et al. (1991), and its application in SPSS is described in 

Magidson (1993). Decisions about variables and interactions will be based on statistical tests with the significance level 
(alpha level) set to 0.30. The test size of 0.30 is used instead of the standard 0.05 because the purpose of the model is to 
improve the estimation of the propensity score and not to identify statistically significant factors related to response. 
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c. Site Visit Data Collection 

Understanding states’ experiences in implementing changes to their procedures as a result of 
ARRA, the challenges they faced, and strategies they used to overcome those challenges is useful for 
shedding light on likely responses and successful strategies if similar policies were to be implemented 
at a later time. In addition, these implementation experiences provide context to interpret the effects 
of the UC-related provisions of ARRA on UC claimants. The main source of information on states’ 
implementation experiences will be site visits to 20 states to gather information from multiple 
respondents about their experiences implementing the UC-related provisions of ARRA. 

In order to fully represent this diversity, the sampling plan requires selecting states purposively. 
As a first step, the study team has identified the following variables to capture the desired diversity 
across the 20 chosen states: 

• Adoption of optional provisions: TUR trigger for EB, alternate base period (ABP), part-
time work provision, compelling family reasons provision, dependents’ allowance 
provision, and training provision 

• TUR as of a particular date 

• Size of state UI program, as measured by total UI first payments from 2008–2010 

• Geographic location 

Including 20 states in this data collection effort will allow for learning about a broad range of 
approaches and experiences, including states that made significant changes to qualify for the 
incentive funds, ones that qualified for the funds but did not need to make significant changes, and 
ones that did not apply for incentive funds. 

Using data collected from public sources as well as information collected through the survey of 
UI administrators, the study team will construct and fill a table with these variables for all states 
(Table B.2). First, the team will identify whether states already had a provision, newly adopted it, or 
did not adopt it (and which provisions were adopted). This information will be recorded as columns 
in the table. We will also categorize the state TUR as of specified dates, the categories for which will 
be shown as rows in the table. Then, within each cell, states will be sorted by the number of UI first 
payment recipients. Finally, within these cells, the study team will purposively choose states to reflect 
a range of experiences. Given the large number of characteristics proposed, the study team will 
apply the geographic criterion after completing the selection process to ensure that the sample of 20 
states is geographically diverse. To the extent possible, states’ responses to a question on the survey 
of UI administrators about whether the decision to adopt was characterized by intense debate will 
also factor into the selection.  

Data on implementation experiences gathered through the site visits will be analyzed primarily 
using qualitative methods. When states’ experiences are quantifiable, they will be tabulated, and 
narratives of common themes and patterns in states’ implementation experiences will be 
constructed. No statistical inference will be used in this analysis.  
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Table B.2. States’ Characteristics by Receipt of UC Modernization Funds Received (as of December 
2010) 

TURa Sizeb 

Received Full Modernization Funds Received ABP Portion Only 

No 
Provisions 

Already Had ABP 
or Other 
Provision 

Newly Adopted 
All 3 Provisions 

Already Had 
ABP 

Adopted 
ABP 

Less than 6 
percent  

Small NH NE; SD VT  ND 

6.0 to less 
than 8.5 
percent 

Small AK; HI; 
ME; NM 

DE 
MT; OK 

 UTc WY 

Medium  AR; CO; IA; 
KS; MD; MN 

VA  LA 
 

Large MA; NY; WI    PA; TXc 

8.5 percent 
or greater 

Small DC; RI ID  WV MS 

Medium CT; NV OR; 
SC; TN 

  AL; AZ KY; 
MOd 

Large IL; NC; NJ GA MIc; OH; 
WA 

 CAd; FLc; IN 

 

Sources: State TUR is taken from Trigger Notice No. 2010-49; modernization funds received and 
ARRA-specified provisions adopted are from state certifications for modernization incentive 
funds, http://www.doleta.gov/recovery/#PressReleases; size of UI system from monthly 
reports found at http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/claimssum.asp. 

Notes: Italics: TUR trigger not adopted as of December 19, 2010. 

Bold: did not trigger on to EUC08 tier 4 as of December 19, 2010. 

ABP = alternate base period; TUR = total unemployment rate; UI = unemployment insurance. 
aReflects average seasonally adjusted TUR for three-month period ending November 2010. 
bSize reflects the number of UI first payments made between January 2008 and October 2010. During this 
period, small states made fewer than 250,000 UI first payments; medium states made between 250,000 
and 749,999 UI first payments; and large states made 750,000 or more UI first payments. 
cLegislation to adopt all or some of the provisions did not get through the state legislature. 
dLegislation to adopt all or some of the provisions was passed but did not meet ARRA requirements; 
application for incentive funds was not approved. 

2. Analysis Methods and Degree of Accuracy 

Four subsections present information about the methods used as part of the evaluation of the 
UC provisions of ARRA to analyze (1) state decision making, (2) implementation of the UC-related 
provisions of ARRA on states, (3) descriptive information about the characteristics of UC recipients, 
and (4) estimation the impacts of UC-related provisions of ARRA on UC recipients.14

                                                 
14 As explained earlier, the study has five topic areas.  The fifth topic area, which pertains to the influence of the 

UC provisions of ARRA on macroeconomic issues and state UI trust funds, will not use data that are part of this 
clearance request; the data to be used are publicly available. 

 A fifth 
subsection presents information about the precision of the estimates based on the UC recipient 
survey.  

http://www.doleta.gov/recovery/#PressReleaseshttp://www.doleta.gov/recovery/%23PressReleases�
http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/claimssum.asp�
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a. Analysis of State Decision Making 

The study of state decision making will be primarily informed by data collected from the survey 
of UI administrators. This survey will be sent to the UI administrators of all 50 states and the 
District of Columbia. Since the format of the survey includes primarily closed-ended questions, the 
data collected will support a descriptive analysis, including a quantitative regression analysis. 

The analysis will first document the adoption decisions of each state for each provision. 
Second, using publicly available information on states, the analysis will summarize the economic and 
political characteristics of states, such as the unemployment rate, the UI recipiency rate, and the 
political party controlling the state legislature and governorship at the time ARRA was introduced. 
To detect patterns in the decision-making process, the study team will group states into categories 
based on the status of various provisions:  whether they already implemented a provision, modified 
an existing provision, adopted a new provision, or did not adopt a given provision. 

The third part of the descriptive analysis will directly examine the reasons why state decision 
makers did or did not adopt the provisions. To complete this analysis, the study team will use data 
gathered from the survey of UI administrators to tabulate states’ responses to closed-ended 
questions about the key factors for and against adoption and the nature of the discussion 
surrounding whether to adopt the provisions (such as whether there was intense debate). Then, the 
characteristics of states that shared similar adoption processes will be described in order to discern 
any trends or common characteristics. 

The regression analysis will draw on publicly available data and responses to the survey of UI 
administrators to determine whether there are statistically meaningful factors that predict states’ 
adoption decisions about the TUR trigger and the five modernization provisions. States will be the 
unit of observation and adoption of a given provision will be a binary outcome variable (with 
separate models for each of the six provisions being investigated). The analysis will employ 
explanatory variables, measured prior to ARRA, of four broad types: 

1. State labor market variables such as the TUR or Insured Unemployment Rate (IUR) and 
a measure of unionization 

2. UI statutes such as the base period earnings requirement, the statutory benefit 
replacement rate, and maximum weekly benefits as a percentage of average weekly 
wages 

3. UI performance variables such as the UI recipiency rate and a measure of UI trust fund 
reserve adequacy 

4. Variables that reflect the political situation in the state such as the political party of the 
governor and the two houses of the state legislature 

The regressions will take the general form: 

( )i i iAdoption f ε= +X , 

where iAdoption  is a binary variable taking a value of one if state i  ever adopted the ARRA-

specified provision, and a value of zero if it did not; iX  includes some or all of the variables 

mentioned in bullets 1-4 above, and iε  is an error term. Because there is likely to be a collinear 
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relationship among the explanatory variables, the study team will employ methods, such as a 
stepwise approach where one set of explanatory variables is added, followed by another, to 
determine which of the variables are the best predictors of provision adoption.  

Furthermore, it is possible that states already had similar UC provisions in place prior to ARRA. 
To learn more about the relationship between political, economic, and other characteristics of states, 
the analysis will include an examination of how states’ characteristics are associated with adoption of 
a specific UC provision before ARRA, as well as how the characteristics are associated with 
adoption of the provision after ARRA. In addition, states that have a provision in place (such as an 
ABP or a dependents’ allowance) may have been more likely to fully adopt ARRA-specified 
provisions than states that had no related provisions in place. To determine whether this was the 
case, a set of ordered probit models will be estimated. These models have the same general form as 
the regression equation above except that the dependent variable could take a value of two if the 
state newly adopted the provision, a value of one if the state already had a similar provision in place, 
and a value of zero if the state did not adopt the provision. By using these approaches, the analysis 
has the potential to provide insights about the adoption of provisions both prior to and after ARRA. 

For both types of regression-based analyses, standard inferential techniques will be used to 
determine the statistical significance of explanatory variables. In particular, the study team will use 
two-tailed tests with the level of significance set to 5 percent. With only 51 observations in each 
estimated regression equation at most, and possibly considerably fewer, it may be difficult to detect 
statistically significant relationships between the explanatory variables and the adoption decision. 
However, as part of the examination of the validity of the models, the analysis will include checks of 
the robustness of the results to alternate specifications of the models; the sensitivity of the results 
will be highlighted, as needed, when conclusions are presented. The tabular analyses outlined above 
also will supplement the regression analyses and help the evaluation team further flesh out the 
relationships among the characteristics of states and their decisions whether to adopt ARRA-
specified UC provisions.  

As noted further in Section B.3, the study team anticipates that the survey of UI administrators 
will be completed by all 51 targeted respondents and has identified methods to support attaining this 
response rate. However, in the case of nonresponse by one or more states, the study team will assess 
the extent to which survey nonrespondents differed from respondents by comparing the economic 
and political characteristics of the two groups of states, as well as their adoption experiences (which 
will be known to some extent from publicly available sources even if they do not respond to the 
survey). The small number of total respondents and the very small anticipated number of 
nonrespondents will most likely preclude any statistical tests of differences in the characteristics of 
nonrespondents and respondents. However, simply noting whether such differences appear to exist 
will be helpful in determining the extent to which the groups differed. This information will be 
incorporated into the discussion of the results of the descriptive and regression analyses. 

The analysis of state decision making will include a final component consisting of a detailed 
qualitative analysis of the decision-making processes in the 20 states visited. The interview protocols 
for the site visits will include modules of questions on the decision-making process; only 
respondents with knowledge of the process will be asked these questions. These respondents will 
include the UI administrator, key legislators and lobbyists, and members of the state advisory 
council on UC. As described in further detail in the next section, the interviews will be coded using a 
qualitative analysis software package and analyzed in much the same way as the responses to the 
survey of UI administrators, described above. 
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b. Analysis of the Implementation of the UC-Related Provisions of ARRA on States 

Part of the evaluation is an analysis that will be used to document the states’ experiences in 
implementing the ARRA-related UC program provisions. Because UC programs differ across states, 
and because they operated in very different environments, there is no single, precise, and uniform 
implementation experience at states across the country. In recognition of this, the analysis will 
identify both themes that span the states and distinctive features or patterns that occur in only a 
subset of states. 

Site visits in 20 states will serve as the main sources of data for the implementation analysis. The 
visits will take place following the completion of the fielding of the survey of UI Administrators. 
Data collection and reporting procedures will ensure that the study will capture the diversity of 
states’ experiences and the perspectives of multiple respondents in each state. 

Site visitors will use a write-up template to create a narrative of the interviews conducted as part 
of the site visits; the write-ups will describe how states implemented the ARRA-related UC 
provisions, the challenges they faced, and the effects of enacting the provision(s). Because analyzing 
data from multiple respondents can be complicated, the study team will sort and code the site visit 
narratives to ensure that the analysis includes all perspectives and that the team can count and report 
the number of states with similar experiences. The 20 narrative reports will be compiled in a 
database using Atlas.ti qualitative analysis software for coding (ATLAS.ti 2011). Atlas.ti enables the 
research team to use a structured coding system for organizing and categorizing data, entering the 
data into a database according to the coding scheme, and retrieving data that are linked to key 
research questions. Researchers will use the coded data to tabulate common experiences across the 
states and look for patterns to help facilitate the development of hypotheses. 

Using the coded site visit data, the study team will conduct a cross-state analysis of states’ 
implementation of the ARRA provisions and the factors that shaped their experiences. These 
analyses will use the state as the unit of analysis, and will primarily tabulate states’ experiences (for 
example, 5 of the 15 states that implemented an ABP faced significant challenges in modifying their 
data systems). 

An important part of the implementation study will be ensuring the accuracy and reliability of 
both the data and the conclusions derived through analysis of the data. As described in more detail 
in Section B.3, strategies to ensure that the data are reliable and as complete as possible include using 
a flexible approach to schedule visits and assuring respondents that the information they provide 
will remain private. Furthermore, using structured, pre-determined protocols to collect the data and 
thoroughly training the site visitors will help achieve a high degree of accuracy in the data. Because 
most questions will be asked of more than one respondent during a visit, the analysis will allow for 
comparisons and triangulation of the data so that discrepancies among different respondents can be 
interpreted. 

c. Descriptive Analysis of the Characteristics of UC Recipients 

Data from the UI recipient survey will be used to describing the characteristics of a study 
population consisting of UI recipients with BYB dates between October 1, 2007, and September 30, 
2009. The EUC08 program and complete federal funding of EB were both intended to extend the 
duration of unemployment benefits, providing additional income support to workers who were 
experiencing long spells of unemployment. The appropriateness of these benefits policies depends, 
in part, on the types of people who received benefits from the programs they established.  
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To shed light on this issue, this study will describe the characteristics of recipients of extended 
benefits and compare them with those of other groups of unemployed workers, particularly 
recipients of regular UI benefits. The descriptive analysis will also consider how the characteristics 
of recipients of regular UI and extended benefits differed according to the duration of benefit 
receipt, the UI policies enacted by the jurisdictions in the sample, and economic conditions that 
varied across time and between UI jurisdiction. Comparisons will also be made between the 
recipients of extended benefits during the 2007–2009 recession to longer-term recipients of UC 
benefits during earlier recessionary and nonrecessionary periods using data from four studies 
previously conducted by Mathematica for DOL (Corson et al. 1977; Corson, Grossman, and 
Nicholson 1986; Corson, Needels, and Nicholson 1999; and Needels, Corson, and Nicholson 2002). 

Furthermore, the study will include an in-depth descriptive analysis of the employment and 
training outcomes of recipients of the two types of extended benefits and other unemployed 
workers in order to provide a departure point for the analysis of program impacts (discussed in the 
next subsection). The analysis will examine (among other topics) how long recipients remained 
unemployed, how long they collected unemployment benefits, the nature of the work search, 
education, and training activities that recipients engaged in while unemployed, and the characteristics 
of the first post-UI job among individuals who became reemployed. This descriptive analysis will 
also consider differences across subgroups of UC recipients in the receipt of other forms of 
government assistance (such as those that provide benefits to low-income households), as well as in 
their income levels prior to receipt of UI benefits and any financial hardships they experienced 
during the unemployment spell. Finally, the descriptive analysis will characterize the distribution of 
the dollar value of UC benefits across recipients to provide a better understanding of intergroup 
differentials in UC payments received and how these differentials related to UC policies. 

Methods for Calculating Point Estimates. Many of the descriptive analyses will be based on 
simple weighted summary statistics.15

Variance Estimation for Descriptive Measures. Test of significance for point estimates and 
contrasts calculated in the descriptive analysis will be based on variance estimates that explicitly 
account for the complex survey design, for example, clustering, stratification, and weighting. These 
design-based variances will be estimated using Taylor linearization (see, Binder 1983 and Sections 
5.5 through 5.10 of Särndal et al. 1992) as implemented in SUDAAN, SAS, or Stata. (In Särndal et 
al. [1992], equations 5.5.7 and 5.5.8 present the basic equations for the first-order Taylor series 

 For example, comparisons between subgroups may be based 
on the difference in means or proportions. When considering employment and benefit durations, 
the analysis will rely on the conditional probability of reemployment between two time periods 
among recipients whose outcomes are observed in both time periods. This conditional probability, 
referred to as the Kaplan-Meier hazard rate, will be used as a summary measure to avoid the biases 
from censoring that would occur because some people will still be jobless at the time of the study’s 
follow-up interview. More sophisticated regression-based models, such as those described in the 
following subsection about the impact analyses, may also be used for descriptive purposes because 
they can better isolate the independent relationship between a single attribute and recipient 
outcomes. All of the descriptive estimates will be calculated using analytic weights that account for 
the survey sampling methodology, including a nonresponse adjustment. 

                                                 
15 All survey estimates are design-based and will be computed using the design-based sampling weights adjusted for 

nonresponse. 
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approximation; the application of the Taylor series approximation for variance estimation of ratios is 
given in Section 5.6, for means in Section 5.7, and for regression coefficients in Section 5.10.) A 
finite population correction will not be made at either the individual level or jurisdiction level so that 
the study will have some capacity to generalize inference based on the results beyond the study 
population. 

d. Impact Analyses 

The evaluation will apply rigorous quasi-experimental methods to data from the UI recipient 
survey in order to analyze the effects of changes to UC provisions under ARRA on the following 
major categories of outcomes: 

• Duration of the initial unemployment spell 

• Duration of UC benefit receipt 

• Earnings upon reemployment 

• Measures of financial hardship 

• Work search intensity near the start of the benefit spell 

• Likelihood of participating in education or training programs 

The statistical methods used in the analysis will rely on variation across UI jurisdictions, among 
claimants, or over time to estimate the impacts of the policies on recipients’ outcomes.16

Table B.3 summarizes the sources of variation for each of the UC policies considered in the 
impact analysis using data from the UI recipient survey.

 Because 
policies and program rules are often changed in response to evolving economic conditions, causal 
impacts will be identified based on sharp changes in behavior attributable to policy changes. 

17

                                                 
16 Additional analyses using administrative data will consider how ARRA-based changes to UC policy may have 

affected the composition of the recipient population as well as how eligibility for UI under one of the modernization 
provisions affected the outcomes for unemployed workers who might not otherwise have qualified for UI. 

 As seen in the table, the specific methods 
used to estimate the impact of a given policy change will depend on the nature of the variation in 
that policy. Changes that occurred across the whole nation at the same time—for example 
availability of EUC08 Tier 1 benefits—must be analyzed using an interrupted time series (ITS) 
design. Policy changes that were staggered across UI jurisdictions or that occurred in some 
jurisdictions but not others—for example, availability of additional weeks of benefits through 
EUC08 Tier 4 or EB—may be analyzed using more rigorous methods such as differences in 
differences (DD) and regression discontinuity (RD).  

17 The table does not include the UI modernization provision setting a floor on the increment to the WBA for 
recipients with dependents. Although the availability of dependents’ allowances will be controlled for in the analysis, it is 
not likely to be possible to draw meaningful conclusions about the impacts of this provision on recipients’ outcomes. 
The reason is that only three states (Illinois, Tennessee, and Rhode Island) implemented new dependents’ allowance 
provisions after ARRA was implemented. Furthermore, only one (Illinois) has a high probability of being included in our 
sample of states.  
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Table B.3. Estimation of Impacts 

Unemployment Compensation Policy  Source of Variation Method Used 

EUC08 Tiers 1 and 3 UI jurisdiction benefit formulas; timing of 
availability 

ITS 

EUC08 Tier 2 and 4; Extended Benefits UI jurisdiction benefit formulas; jurisdiction-by-
time variation in availability; IUR/TUR triggers 

DD/RD 

Training-specific 26-week extension  Jurisdiction-by-time variation in availability DD 

Federal Additional Compensation 

Tax exemption on first $2,400 of UI benefits  

Timing of availability ITS 

DD = differences in differences; EUC08 = Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 2008; ITS = interrupted time 
series; IUR = insured unemployment rate; RD = regression discontinuity; TUR = total unemployment rate; UI = 
unemployment insurance.  

Each of the methods used to estimate impacts is discussed in detail in the first subsection 
below. The second subsection describes additional considerations for accounting for censoring 
when analyzing recipients’ duration-dependent outcomes. The final subsection explains the 
approach that will be used to test the statistical significance of the impact estimates. 

Methods for Estimating Impacts. The basic statistical approach to estimating policy impacts 
on recipient outcomes relies on a linear equation of the form: 

(5) ist st st ist st s isty p x zβ η θ α ε′ ′ ′= + + + + , 

which will be estimated using weighted least squares.18

The outcome variable is 

 As with the descriptive analyses, the analytic 
weights will based on the survey sampling methodology, including any adjustments made for 
nonresponse, so that regression analyses using the sample of UI recipients produce representative 
estimates for the nation as a whole. 

isty , where s denotes the UI jurisdiction in which the individual i 
receives benefits, and t denotes his or her “cohort,” defined by the month in which UI benefits were 
first received. To the extent possible, the analysis will focus on outcomes that have been measured at 
some common interval after job loss (or after the initial UI claim), such as 12 months and 
24 months. Setting a common time of observation ensures that individuals are being compared at 
similar different points in their unemployment spell.19

                                                 
18 For ease of exposition, the outcome variable is assumed to be continuous. When considering binary outcomes, 

equation (5) could be re-specified as a nonlinear probit or logit model. However, a regression coefficient from a linear 
probability model often provides a reasonable approximation to the marginal effect of a variable that would be obtained 
from a nonlinear binary response model (Wooldridge 2002). Because of its substantial advantages for computation and 
interpretation, the linear model will be used if the regression coefficients are similar to the marginal effects obtained 
from the nonlinear model. 

 The main exception is that data may be 

19 The analyses the impact of UI policies on postunemployment outcomes might exclude from the sample 
individuals who started receiving benefits more than one month after losing their jobs. The main reason for this 
restriction would be to ensure that comparisons are based on individuals who faced similar economic conditions during 
their unemployment spell and to whom similar UI policies were applicable. Simultaneously accounting for both the date 
of job loss and the date of entry into the UI system is likely to result in too many control variables, given the fixed-
effects approach used in many of the analyses. Preliminary analyses will investigate the potential implications of this 
restriction by, for example, determining what portion of recipients is affected. 
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pooled from multiple times of observation for the same cohort when analyzing unemployment 
duration, as discussed in greater detail below.  

The term stp  in equation (5) describes the set of UC policies in effect in jurisdiction s that may 
affect the outcomes of cohort t. These policy variables would include, for example, whether a given 
tier of EUC08 or EB benefits was available immediately when each recipient would have exhausted 
benefits under the next-lowest tier with continuous collection of the full weekly benefit amount 
(WBA). An alternative approach is to interact the policy change variables with an individual’s 
baseline MNW of benefits, as defined by jurisdiction-specific UI policies. This could better take into 
account the fact that individuals with a higher baseline MNW (up to 26 weeks) qualify for more 
additional weeks of benefits when new tiers of EUC08 or EB benefits become available. Policy 
variables may also be interacted with the WBA, which affects the financial value of the additional 
weeks of available benefits. In addition, stp  may measure the status of policies at the start of the 
spell (time t) as well as changes to policies affecting an individual’s potential benefits that occurred 
after time t. Finally, the policy variables might include the fraction of time (from t to the time of 
observation) that a 26-week training extension was in place in jurisdiction s. 

In general, the policy variables will be specified so that estimated impacts (captured by β ) are 
based the average response of individuals to changes in the policies affecting the benefits for which 
they were potentially eligible. This approach is sometimes referred to as an “intention-to-treat” (ITT) 
framework and will be used to avoid the bias that would result from focusing only on individuals 
who actually responded to a policy. For example, individuals who actually made use of extended 
benefits are likely to differ substantially from individuals who did not claim the additional benefits 
made available to them. Most problematically, individuals who did not make use of the extra 
benefits are much more likely to have found a job before exhausting regular UI, whereas individuals 
who moved onto EUC08 or EB remained, by definition, unemployed.20

The regression includes a set of individual-level control variables, 

 By using data on all 
individuals who were potentially affected by a policy, the ITT framework will produce estimates that 
do not suffer from this form of choice-based bias and likely have greater salience for policymakers 
interested in the overall effects of UI policies. 

istx  such as base period 
earnings, age, race and ethnicity, gender, marital status, education, family size, and occupation. These 
characteristics will all be measured prior to the claim to avoid confounding the estimated policy 
effect.21

stz  Equation (5) also has controls for time- and jurisdiction-specific economic conditions, , 
which may include the unemployment rate, income per capita, and industrial composition measured 
                                                 

20 Propensity score matching cannot be used in this setting to reduce bias because the one reason that individuals 
would not claim extra weeks of benefits under EUC08 is that they found jobs before exhausting their basic UI 
entitlement. This violates the central assumption of propensity score matching described in Rosenbaum and Rubin 
(1983) because the likelihood of being assigned to the “treatment” of receiving EUC08 benefits is explicitly contingent 
on labor market outcomes. 

21 Because the analysis is limited to recipients, istx  may additionally contain a “Heckman selection correction” 
term (Heckman 1979) calculated from an auxiliary analysis of the likelihood that an individual will receive UI based on 
administrative data. This extra term is intended to adjust for bias resulting from compositional changes in the recipient 
population induced by policy changes. Specifically, the term accounts for unobservable factors that might affect both the 
outcome of interest and the likelihood that an unemployed worker receives benefits 
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just before the start of the claim and at various points between time t and the time of the UI 
recipient survey. Finally, the statistical model includes jurisdiction intercepts, sα , which are specified 
as fixed effects, rather than random effects. This approach results in stronger internal consistency 
for estimating causal effects, since random intercepts are constructed to be, by assumption, 
uncorrelated with the explanatory variables. By contrast, jurisdiction fixed effects explicitly account 
for persistent differences in unobserved jurisdiction-specific factors that may be correlated with the 
decision to implement specific ARRA-based changes to UI policies, such as a 26-week training 
extension or a TUR trigger for EB.  

The main concern for treating the estimated relationship between policies and outcomes ( β̂ ) as 
measuring causal impacts is that policy changes could be correlated with the unmodeled 
determinants of outcomes of individuals, istε . Most problematically, policy changes may occur at 
different times in different jurisdictions in response to unmeasured changes in the labor market, 
which would result in biased impact estimates.  

The ITS, DD, and RD designs all refine the basic specification in equation (5) to reduce this 
potential bias. Each is described below. When using each of these specifications, sensitivity checks 
will be conducted to assess the robustness of the resulting impact estimates. Such checks may 
include testing for a change in outcomes that precedes a change in policy or determine whether 
policies have a significant association with outcomes that they should not affect—both might 
suggest that the specification is not effectively isolating causal impacts of the policies of interests. 

ITS Design. The ITS design modifies equation (5) so that the statistical framework accounts 
for preexisting trends in each jurisdiction:  

(6) ist st st ist st s s isty p x z tβ η θ α γ ε′ ′ ′ ′= + + + + + . 

The trend variables ( stγ ′ ) account for a preexisting pattern of linear change in the unmeasured 
jurisdiction- and time-specific characteristics. The ITS framework assumes that the added trend 
variables sufficiently account for changing jurisdiction-level unobserved factors that simultaneously 
affect outcomes and policy changes, so that the remaining variation in policy may be regarded as 
random. However, the main limitation of the ITS design is that it cannot account for any 
unobserved changes that have a similar effect on all members of a UI recipient cohort (indexed by 
t). Thus the estimated policy effects on earnings could be potentially confounded with a nationwide 
shift in unmeasured economic conditions that occurred at the same time a national UC policy was 
enacted or changed. 

DD Design. The DD design strengthens the estimation framework further by adding time 
fixed effects:  

(7) ist st st ist st s s t isty p x z tβ η θ α γ µ ε′ ′ ′ ′= + + + + + + . 

Given that outcomes generally will be estimated at a single common time for each UI recipient 
cohort, time fixed effects ( tµ ) are mathematically equivalent to cohort fixed effects and account for 
unmeasured characteristics of a cohort or unmeasured economic shocks faced by the cohort 
between job loss and the time of the UI recipient survey. 
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Jurisdiction and time fixed effects together form the basis of the DD design. Jurisdiction fixed 
effects will account for the ongoing contribution of baseline differences between jurisdictions. 
Jurisdictions that do not experience policy changes are used to estimate a common time fixed effect 
in each period, which is assumed to be the counterfactual change that “treatment” jurisdictions 
(those that had a policy change) would experience if they had not made any changes to UI policies. 
Netting out baseline differences and the period-specific differences experienced by comparison 
jurisdictions gives the DD estimate of the effect of the policy. 

The DD design requires that policies changed at different times in different jurisdictions; 
otherwise, the time fixed effects would perfectly explain the status of the policy. Thus, this design 
may not be applied when analyzing the FAC, tax exemptions on UI benefits, and benefits from 
EUC08 Tiers 1 and 3.22  Those policies must, then, be analyzed using an ITS design.23

RD Design. This analytical approach can be applied when a rule based on a continuous 
numerical variable (a “forcing” variable) is used to determine the status of a policy. States that fall 
above a cutoff score of this forcing variable become eligible for a specific policy or benefit, while 
states below the score remain ineligible. Thus, an RD design may potentially be applied to estimate 
the impacts of EUC08 Tiers 2 and 4 and EB, all of which have been contingent on IUR or TUR 
triggers. When using an RD design, the effect of a policy change is estimated near the threshold 
value of the forcing variable. The regression framework is modified to include a “forcing function,” 

 

( )stg z , which estimates the underlying relationship between the outcome and the forcing variable, 

denoted as stz : 

(8) ( )ist st st ist st s t st isty p x z g zβ η θ α µ ε′ ′ ′= + + + + + + . 

In a unified regression that simultaneously considers the availability of EUC08 Tiers 2 and 4, as well 
as EB,  stz  will include (1) the IUR, (2) the TUR, and (3) the ratio of each of these measures to their 
associated values one and two years before.24

                                                 
22 The legislation implementing EUC08 Tier 3 indicated that such benefits would go into effect only when the 

unemployment rate cleared a trigger value. However, the 48 UI jurisdictions that had triggered onto Tier 3 benefits by 
April 2011 did so immediately after the legislation was passed in November 2009 and have remained eligible for those 
benefits through the present. Thus, for analytic purposes, Tier 3 benefits must, in essence, be considered a one-time 
nationwide change. 

  Equation (8) continues to include fixed effects to 
address any pervasive differences in the volatility of the unemployment rate trigger variables across 
jurisdictions and over time as well as differences in the propensity to adopt alternative triggers for 
EB. A common forcing function can be fit using all of the data points or the function may be fit 
separately for the states in which a given set of benefits became available and for the states that 
never triggered onto that tier or type of benefits. Differences in the actual availability of benefits 
across states near a trigger unemployment rate may be considered to be functionally random, once 
the forcing variable has been properly controlled for in the regression. 

23 When the impacts of other policy changes are estimated through use of the DD method, the effects of the FAC, 
tax exemptions, and EUC08 Tiers 1 and 3 will be implicitly controlled for by time fixed effects.  

24 If applicable, measures of the IUR and TUR relative to their values during the three most recent prior years will 
be constructed for jurisdictions that adopted the three-year “look-back” provision that came into effect in late 2010. 
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Although RD is viewed as providing strong evidence for quasi-experimental impact estimates, if 
the assumptions that underlie it hold (Cook and Wong 2008), it may be not be feasible to implement 
this approach in practice for three reasons. First, sensitivity analyses might suggest that key 
assumptions of RD do not hold. For example, the distribution of observable characteristics may be 
very different in the regions above and below the threshold of the forcing variable or that the impact 
estimates are affected by the bandwidth of data around the cutpoint that is used in the analysis. 
Second, as described above, RD requires a forcing variable that determines the status of policy. As a 
result, this methodology may only be applied to selected tiers of EUC08 and to EB. Third, RD 
greatly reduces the statistical power to detect significant effects because much of the variability in 
the availability of benefits will be explained by the forcing function. With a clustered sampling 
scheme, an evaluation that uses an RD design typically needs a sample three to four times as large as 
an evaluation of the same intervention that uses random assignment (Schochet 2009). This problem 
is amplified in the case of EB because multiple trigger rules might be in effect. In this case, it also 
may not be possible to reliably control for all of the trigger variables at once because they are likely 
to be highly correlated with one another. This would substantially weaken the validity of the RD 
design. Hence, if RD is not feasible, the DD framework may be the primary framework for 
estimating impacts. 

Accounting for Censored Data. Some of the UI recipients in the sample will not have 
returned to work at the time of their interview. For these sample members, the duration of 
unemployment will be censored: neither this duration nor the postunemployment earnings will be 
observed. When analyzing the duration of unemployment, censoring implies that the observed 
length of an individual’s jobless spell at the time of the survey will underestimate the true length of 
the jobless spell. This will result in biased regression estimates of the impacts of changes due to UC 
policies, particularly if the duration of unemployment is affected by unobserved individual-level 
characteristics.  

To address censoring, inferences about unemployment durations will be made by analyzing the 
probability of reemployment, conditional on an individual not having already become employed. 
This conditional reemployment probability is referred to as the “hazard rate” and effectively 
excludes individuals whose spells have been censored at the time of measurement. There are several 
approaches to estimating effects of changes to UI policy on the hazard of reemployment. One 
extensively used approach involves estimating parametric models of reemployment on the basis of 
specific assumptions about the distribution of the hazard (see, for example, Newton and Rosen 
1979; Katz and Ochs 1980; and Kruse 1988). However, economic theory does not suggest an 
appropriate distribution for the hazard, and the magnitudes of estimates made using parametric 
approaches are often quite sensitive to the chosen distribution (Moffitt 1985). Thus, the analysis will 
consider semiparametric approaches (Meyer 1990) or the repeated-outcome method described by 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (2002). The repeated-outcome method is particularly useful because a linear 
probability model (LPM) may be applied to analyze the data. As noted above, the LPM typically 
provides close approximations to the marginal effects of changes in policy, while requiring fewer 
computational resources. An additional benefit of using an LPM is that it allows individual 
heterogeneity to be taken into account by specifying individual-level fixed effects. 

Two approaches may be used to account for censoring when analyzing postunemployment 
earnings. The first approach simply sets earnings to zero for individuals who had not become 
reemployed by the time of the UI recipient survey, which maintains the spirit of the intention-to-
treat analysis for policy variables. However, reemployment earnings among job finders are also of 
substantive interest. With the exception of McCall and Chi (2008), very little work has examined 
reemployment earnings while accounting for differential selection into employment. Consequently, 
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the second approach  uses a two-step procedure whereby the first step estimates a probit model to 
predict the likelihood of reemployment by the time of the survey. Applying the estimated 
coefficients using the properties of the standard normal distribution results in a Heckman correction 
term that can be added to the DD framework in equation (7) in the second step of the estimation 
process. The correction term controls for compositional changes in the pool of individuals who re-
enter employment by the time of observation, reducing potential for bias when estimating the 
impact of policy changes (Heckman 1979).  

Variance Estimation for Impact Estimates. As with the descriptive point estimates, 
variances for the estimated impact parameters (denoted as β̂  above) can be estimated using Taylor 
linearization in SUDAAN, SAS, or Stata.  (See the references provided previously on the use of the 
Taylor series approximation for variance estimation.)  Such variance estimates will take into account 
variation in β̂  arising from the design of the survey.  

In certain settings, empirical analyses of labor market data have found that design-based 
variance estimates may not fully account for serial correlation within clusters (primary sampling 
units) over time when calculating DD impact estimates (Bertrand et al. 2004 and Cameron et al. 
2008). Consequently, the evaluation team will explore the feasibility of applying cluster-robust 
corrections (Bertrand et al. 2004; Froot 1989) or cluster bootstrap methods (Cameron et al. 2008) 
when conducting statistical inference on the impact estimates. As with the descriptive estimates, 
finite population corrections will not be used when calculating variances for the impact estimates 
because one of the goals of the study is to add more rigorous evidence to the existing knowledge 
base that considers how extended benefits programs might affect the outcomes of UI recipients. 

e. Precision of Estimates from the UI Recipient Survey 

This subsection considers the precision of estimates computed using data from the UI recipient 
survey and provides illustrative calculations for the minimum statistically detectable differences that 
are expected when making selected comparisons among groups of recipients. Two features of the 
sampling design for the survey of UI recipients will result in losses of precision, relative to what 
could be achieved based on a nationwide simple random sample (SRS) of recipients. First, the 
sample will be clustered into a subset of UI jurisdictions. Second, the sample will be non-
proportionally distributed across BYB date ranges and MNW strata due to the sampling objectives 
described in Section B.1, which will result in variation in the sampling weights used to construct 
survey estimates. These losses of precision, relative to a nationwide SRS, are commonly referred to 
as “design effects.”   

The design effects from clustering and unequal sampling weights are each described below, 
followed by a discussion of the implications for the precision of descriptive statistics and subgroup 
comparisons. The results of the analysis of statistical power presented there suggest that the 
comparisons of UI-only recipients to extended benefits recipients will reliably reveal fairly small 
differences. More targeted comparisons of subgroups defined by the BYB calendar quarter will likely 
be able to statistically detect large, but not modest, differences between groups. 

Design Effects from Clustering. A two-stage clustered sample design will yield less precise 
estimates than an SRS covering the full population of UI recipients. This loss of precision occurs 
because individual outcomes tend to be more strongly correlated within UI jurisdictions than across 
jurisdictions. Adding an individual to one of the sampled jurisdictions yields a smaller amount of 
new information than if an individual from an entirely different jurisdiction were brought into the 
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survey. Thus, the same amount of information provided by a clustered design could be obtained by 
sampling fewer individuals in more jurisdictions.  

The key factor that determines the extent of the design effect from clustering is the intraclass 
correlation coefficient (ICC), which measures the proportion of the variability of individual 
outcomes that can be explained by jurisdiction-specific factors. Corson et al. (1999) present design 
effects from clustering for a range of characteristics and outcomes of recipients of UI and of EUC. 
Calculations based on these data suggest an ICC for UC duration of approximately 0.04, ICCs for 
demographic characteristics ranging from less than 0.01 (age) to 0.07 (race), and ICCs for 
unemployment duration and reemployment earnings of less than 0.01. Although it may seem 
negligible that less than 7 percent of variability in individual characteristics and outcomes is 
attributable to jurisdiction-specific factors, these numbers can actually result in substantial design 
effects because the sample of UI jurisdictions is much smaller than the sample of individuals.  

Design Effects from Unequal Weighting. As explained in Section B.1, the sample of 
recipients will be allocated evenly, rather than proportionately, across BYB date ranges in the 
second-stage of the sampling process. Although this will maximize the precision of comparisons 
between BYB date ranges, it will reduce the precision of overall descriptive statistics that pool 
information across all BYB dates. This loss of descriptive precision occurs because an even 
allocation implies that some date ranges are oversampled while others are undersampled. Unequal 
weights must be applied to obtain representative estimates, thereby increasing the variance of pooled 
estimates. Intuitively, this design effect from unequal weighting can be thought of as occurring 
because the extra individuals in an oversampled BYB date range are providing less distinctive 
information than if additional individuals were instead selected from an undersampled date range.  

A similar design effect from unequal weighting results from survey nonresponse because the 
propensity of nonresponse may vary according the characteristics of UI recipients. Some types of 
individuals might be overrepresented in the final survey sample, while others may be 
underrepresented. As described in Section B.3, the initial weights derived from the sampling will be 
adjusted accordingly. The extent of the adjustment will also vary according to UI recipient 
characteristics, resulting in an increase in the variance of the survey estimates. 

Consequences of Design Effects for Descriptive Statistics. To summarize the implications 
of the survey design for the precision of descriptive statistics (for example, means and proportions), 
Table B.4 includes information on a combined design effect for various study populations. This 
combined effect is calculated as the product of the design effect from clustering and the expected 
design effect from unequal weighting and may be interpreted as the ratio of the variability of 
estimates based on the clustered, explicitly stratified design to the variability that would be obtained 
in an SRS drawn proportionately from the full population of UI recipients. The table includes 
combined design effects evaluated using a range of plausible ICCs for: (1) the full survey sample; 
(2) a 50 percent subgroup, which might be thought of as representing one of the study populations 
(UI-only recipients and extended benefits recipients); and (3) a 25 percent subgroup, which may be 
thought of as representing the number of UI recipients in each six-month BYB date range.  

Considering a 50 percent subgroup, such as what might be used for comparisons, drawn using 
the clustered, stratified design, the estimated mean for a demographic characteristic with an ICC of 
0.01 will have a variance that is about 99 percent larger than what could be obtained with an SRS of 
the full population of recipients. For an outcome such as UI duration (with an ICC of 0.04), the 
variance of the survey estimate is expected to be 4.2 times as large as the variance that would be 
obtained from an SRS. For a variable such as race, for which 7 percent of the variation might be 
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explained by jurisdiction-specific factors, the clustered, stratified design results in a variance that is 
over 6.4 times as large as the variance from an SRS.  

Another way to describe design effects is in terms of the effective sample size. This represents the 
number of recipients drawn at random from the full population that would be expected to yield the 
same precision as the actual sample size from the two-stage clustered and stratified sample design. 
Thus, if the ICC is 0.01, a sample of 604 recipients chosen using an SRS would result in 
approximately the same precision that can be achieved using 1,200 such individuals in this study’s 
two-stage design. Likewise, with ICCs of 0.04 and 0.07, an SRS would need only 286 and 187 
recipients, respectively, to achieve the same level of precision as what is obtained in the clustered, 
stratified random sample based on 1,200 recipients. Decreasing the number of individuals included 
in the analysis, such as when considering a 25 percent subgroup, will result in further decreases in 
precision, as can be seen when comparing the effective sizes across groups in Table B.4. 

Table B.4. Design Effects and Effective Sample Sizes for the Two- Stage UI Recipient Sample 

Sample Actual Sample Size 
Combined Design 

Effect Effective Sample Size 

ICC =  0.01 

Full sample 2,400 2.74 877 
50 percent subgroup 1,200 1.99 604 
25 percent subgroup 600 1.61 372 

ICC =  0.04 

Full sample 2,400 7.20 333 
50 percent subgroup 1,200 4.20 286 
25 percent subgroup 600 2.70 222 

ICC =  0.07 

Full sample 2,400 11.66 206 
50 percent subgroup 1,200 6.41 187 
25 percent subgroup 600 3.79 158 

Notes: The combined design effect represents the product of the design effect from clustering and 
design effects from unequal weighting. The effective sample size is calculated by dividing the 
actual sample size by the design effect. 

ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient. 

Minimum Detectible Subgroup Differences. One of the primary purposes of collecting 
survey data for this study is to enable comparisons between groups of recipients based on the 
availability and actual utilization of additional weeks of benefits from the EUC08 and EB programs. 
To assess the degree of precision when making such comparisons, Table B.5 displays illustrative 
minimum detectible differences (MDDs) for contrasts within the following three sets of subgroups: 

• Contrast 1: 1,200 recipients in each group spread evenly across all BYB date ranges, 
which may be thought of as representing a comparison between the UI-only recipients 
and extended benefits recipients 

• Contrast 2: 600 recipients in each group spread evenly across all BYB date ranges, 
which may be thought of representing a comparison between male and female extended 
benefits recipients 
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• Contrast 3: 300 recipients with BYB dates in one quarter and 300 recipients in the next 
quarter. Using the last quarter of 2007 and the first quarter of 2008, this contrast may be 
thought of as representing the contrast between (1) recipients who experienced a gap 
after UI exhaustion and the availability of extended benefits, due to when the EUC08 
program was established in June 2008, and (2) recipients who were able to progress 
smoothly from UI benefits onto EUC08 benefits. Alternatively, using the third and 
fourth quarters in 2008, the contrast could represent a comparison between (1) recipients 
who experienced a gap between EUC08 Tier 2 exhaustion and the availability of Tier 3, 
due to when Tier 3 was established in November 2009, and (2) recipients who were able 
to progress smoothly from EUC08 Tier 2 onto Tier 3. 

The MDDs have been calculated using standard assumptions about statistical power 
(80 percent) and the significance level of the test that would be applied (5 percent, two-tailed). The 
table also focuses on two values of the ICC—0.01 and 0.04—which might be indicative of the 
extent of clustering in reemployment outcomes and in UI duration, respectively. Finally, the table 
presents MDDs based on two values for the degree of correlation between outcomes across 
subgroups within UI jurisdictions: 0.5, which represents a conservative lower bound, and 0.8, which 
represents a moderate to strong cross-group similarity.  

For continuous characteristics, a minimum detectable standardized difference for each outcome 
variable is calculated by dividing the MDD by the standard deviation. This yields a common metric 
of standard deviation units for expressing differences among groups across all characteristics. A 
standardized difference of 0.25 is typically regarded as large (see, for example, Institute of Education 
Sciences 2008). Based on data from Corson et al. (1999), this would translate into a between-group 
difference in unemployment duration of approximately three months. Many evaluations seek to 
identify more modest standardized differences on the order of 0.10 to 0.15, which would amount to 
a difference in unemployment duration of 1.2 to 1.8 months. 

As shown in Table B.5, the sample will allow fairly small standardized differences of 0.13-0.16 
to be detected for Contrast 1. When considering a binary attribute that is evenly split across the 
population, for example gender, the MDDs suggest that a statistically significant difference of 6.6 to 
8.0 percentage points in the prevalence across groups could be detected, depending on the ICC and 
on the degree of cross-group within-cluster correlations. For attributes that are relatively 
uncommon, for example ones that are present for 10 percent of the population, the survey will allow 
smaller intergroup differences of 3.9 to 4.8 percentage points to be detected for Contrast 1.  

When considering Contrast 3, the survey will generally allow large, but not modest, differences 
between subgroups to be detected, and the results are fairly similar for all values of the correlation 
parameters. Based on Table B.5, a standardized difference of approximately 0.25-0.26 could be 
reliably identified, which translates to a difference in UI durations of just over three months. 
Similarly, a difference of 12.4 to 13.1 percentage points could be detected for binary attribute that is 
shared by half the population. For an uncommon attribute that has a 10 percent overall prevalence, 
between-group differences would need to be larger than 7.4-7.9 percentage points to be statistically 
detected.  
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Table B.5. Minimum Detectible Subgroup Differences  

Comparison 

Minimum 
Detectible 

Standardized 
Difference 

Minimum Detectible Difference in Percentage Points for a 
Binary Outcome with an Overall Incidence of: 

10 percent 25 percent 50 percent 

ICC =  0.01; r =  0.5  

Contrast 1 0.136 4.1 5.9 6.8 
Contrast 2 0.187 5.6 8.1 9.3 
Contrast 3 0.251 7.5 10.9 12.6 

ICC =  0.01; r =  0.8  

Contrast 1 0.131 3.9 5.7 6.6 
Contrast 2 0.183 5.5 7.9 9.1 
Contrast 3 0.248 7.4 10.8 12.4 

ICC =  0.04; r =  0.5  

Contrast 1 0.159 4.8 6.9 8.0 
Contrast 2 0.203 6.1 8.8 10.1 
Contrast 3 0.262 7.9 11.3 13.1 

ICC =  0.04; r =  0.8  

Contrast 1 0.140 4.2 6.1 7.0 
Contrast 2 0.188 5.6 8.1 9.4 
Contrast 3 0.250 7.5 10.8 12.5 

Notes: Minimum detectable standardized differences were calculated based on effective sample sizes 
that take into account the expected design effects from unequal weighting and that apply 
equations (1) and (10) from Schochet (2005). The latter equation has been modified to allow 
for unequal effective sample sizes. In addition, all calculations are based on the following 
assumptions: 80 percent level of power; a two-tailed test at a 5 percent significance level; 
9 certainty jurisdictions that contain 42 percent of the study population; 11 noncertainty 
jurisdictions that contain 58 percent of the study population.  

ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; r = between-group, within-cluster correlation in outcomes. 

Other Factors Affecting Precision. In the first stage of the sampling process jurisdictions 
from the low- and medium-MNW strata are to be oversampled, while jurisdictions with high values 
of the MNW variable are to be undersampled. To the extent possible, the second-stage allocation of 
the sample of recipients will compensate for such deviations from proportional sampling in the first 
stage by allocating fewer claimants to the oversampled states and more claimants in the 
undersampled states. Any remaining design effect arising from the need to apply unequal weighting 
across strata would reduce the precision of overall (pooled) descriptive statistics and, to a lesser 
extent comparisons across BYB date ranges. In addition, if cluster-robust or cluster-bootstrap 
methods are used to conduct statistical inference, the improvement in Type I error is expected to 
reduce the statistical power of the test for any pre-specified effect size. Thus, applying such methods 
will result in less precision, and therefore larger MDDs, than what are presented in Table B.5. 
Offsetting this might be a gain in precision achieved by implementing an adjustment that accounts 
for the degree of variability in the first-stage sampling distribution. Finally, it is not clear how 
covariates included in the estimating equations (6)-(8) will affect precision of the estimates. Precision 
will go down in cases where the other control variables are more strongly correlated with the 
explanatory policy variable than they are with the outcome variable, and precision will go up if the 
opposite is true. 
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3. Methods to Maximize Response Rates and Data Reliability 

The methods to maximize response and data reliability are discussed for each data collection 
effort that is part of this request for clearance in the subsections below. 

a. Response Rates for the UI Recipient Survey 

This study has two levels of potential nonresponse: the UI jurisdiction and the selected 
individual UI recipients in a state. Established procedures to maximize response rates at both levels 
will be followed, as described below. Strategies to address potential nonresponse bias are discussed 
in the next subsection.  

Maximizing Jurisdiction-Level Response Rates. While the study aims to achieve 
100 percent cooperation among the UI jurisdictions selected for inclusion in the sample, some states 
may refuse to provide the claims data needed to locate UI recipients. The study will maximize 
jurisdictions’ participation by adopting practices employed in previous successful recruitment efforts. 
In the recent Impact Evaluation of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program (TAA study), the 
evaluation team requested that states deliver large, multipart UI administrative data files in 2010, 
after the end of the recession. UI claims and wage data were successfully obtained from all 26 states 
that were contacted for the TAA study. This study of the UC provisions of ARRA will use similar 
state recruitment methods, including coordinating recruitment efforts between DOL and the 
contractor, formulating as simple a data request as possible, and offering logistical support and cost-
recovery payments to UI jurisdictions. 

Maximizing Individual-Level Response Rates. The strategy for maximizing response to the 
UI recipient survey will be based on the approaches described below, which have been successfully 
used in many other studies. The methods employed will address all types of individual nonresponse, 
including failure to locate the sample member or his or her refusal to participate in the survey. 

Contact with sample members. The contractor will send an advance letter on DOL 
letterhead to sample members before attempting to contact them by phone. This letter will 
(1) introduce the study and its purpose, (2) highlight DOL as the study sponsor, (3) explain the 
voluntary and private nature of participation, (4) extend the incentive offer, (5) provide web survey 
log-in information, and (6) give a toll-free number for telephone calls. The envelope will be printed 
with the DOL logo to capture the sample members’ attention and to communicate the legitimacy of 
the study. The research contractor’s return address will be used to facilitate the processing of 
returned mail and locating procedures. An information sheet providing answers to questions that 
sample members may have about the study will be included with the advance mailing. It also will 
include a phone number and a DOL website address that sample members can use to learn more 
about the study. The advance letter will be followed up with timed reminders offering the option to 
complete the survey via the telephone or the web. Copies of the advance letter, FAQs, and 
reminders (postcards and letter) that will be sent to sample members are included as Appendix F. 

Before the mailing of these materials, interviewing staff, such as interviewers, project 
supervisors, monitors, and locators, at Mathematica’s Survey Operations Center (SOC) will be 
thoroughly trained on how to address respondents’ questions about the study and questionnaire. In 
addition to the sheet of answers to questions that will accompany the advance mailing, a more 
extensive list of frequently asked questions and answers (FAQs) will be developed for the 
interviewers’ use. These FAQs will be included in the operational procedures manual for the 
computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI)-administered questionnaire, and integrated into 
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the CATI instrument. Interviewers will be able to access the FAQs at any time during the 
interviewer-administered survey. Other FAQs will be available online for the self-administered web 
survey and web survey respondents will have access to them throughout the survey. 

Locating sample members. A key component to obtaining a high response rate is locating 
sample members. The process of locating UI recipients selected for the study will begin before 
sending out the first mailing. This locating process will involve the use of an independent vendor 
that will check the full sample against current address databases. This first step is critical given that 
(1) the contact information for some sample members may be from as far back as late 2007 and 
(2) some sample members may have moved. Extensive tracking and locating procedures that have 
proven successful in other Mathematica studies will be used for sample members whose mail is 
returned as undeliverable. These include using other independent databases, checking with 
neighbors and family members, and searching social networking sites. When talking with contacts, 
the specific purpose of the call will not be disclosed, but it will be stated that the effort to reach the 
sample member is for an important study being sponsored by the government. 

Gaining and maintaining cooperation. A key component to achieving high response rates is 
gaining cooperation after locating respondents. Mathematica’s interviewers are highly trained in 
establishing rapport with gatekeepers, gaining cooperation, and avoiding refusals. Sample members 
who are difficult to contact and who have not yet completed the survey on the web will be sent a 
reminder postcard one week after the advance letter and a follow-up postcard two weeks later. A 
reminder letter will be sent mid-way through the data collection period and again three to four 
weeks before the end of data collection to remaining nonrespondents. To those sample members 
who refuse to participate, a targeted refusal conversion letter that will address their specific concerns 
will be mailed first. Next, expert refusal conversion interviewers will make follow-up calls to try to 
gain the sample members’ cooperation. 

Multi-language survey administration. During phone contact, interviewers will identify 
Spanish-speaking respondents and connect or schedule them to speak with a bilingual interviewer. 
When necessary, translators for languages other than Spanish will be used; Mathematica employs 
staff who speak a wide range of languages and have experience conducting interviews in a number 
of languages. 

Incentives for survey participants. Offering an incentive for the UI recipient survey is 
essential to generate the desired response rates and reduce overall survey costs without affecting data 
quality. There is substantial evidence on the benefits of offering incentives. According to Singer et al. 
(2000), incentives can help achieve high response rates by increasing the sample members’ 
propensity to respond; by doing so, incentive payments have been found to contain evaluation costs 
by significantly reducing the number of calls required to resolve a case. Studies offering incentives 
show decreased refusal rates and increased contact and cooperation rates. Incentives also increase 
the likelihood of participation from subgroups with a lower propensity to cooperate with the survey 
request. This is an important component of ensuring the representativeness of the survey 
respondents and the quality of the data being collected. For example, Jäckle and Lynn (2007) find 
that incentives increase the participation of sample members more likely to be unemployed. There is 
also evidence that incentives bolster participation among those with lower interest in the survey 
topic (Schwartz et al. 2006; Jäckle and Lynn 2007; Kay 2001), resulting in data that are more nearly 
complete. Furthermore, paying incentives does not impair the quality of the data obtained (such as 
item nonresponse or the distribution of responses) from groups who would otherwise be 
underrepresented in the survey (Singer et al. 2000). 
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An incentive will be offered to all survey respondents, using a two-tiered incentive offer to 
encourage the selection of the less expensive web option for survey administration—$50 for 
completion on the web and $40 for completion using CATI. Based on the pervasive use of the web 
by a cross-section of the general population, it is anticipated that a substantial number of sample 
members will choose the web, since many of them are likely to be more comfortable with this self-
paced, self-administered approach. Also, the higher incentive offer for web completion will 
encourage many to use that option. In the National Survey of Recent College Graduates, conducted 
by Mathematica for the National Science Foundation, approximately 20 percent more survey 
completions were obtained when sample members were offered a $30 incentive instead of $20. The 
web survey will be available as soon as invitations are mailed to sample members. It is estimated that 
40 percent of the completed surveys will come from the web. 

To leverage fully the benefits of offering incentives in the UCP evaluation, the advance letter to 
the UI study participants will mention the incentive. Interviewers will also mention the proposed 
incentive when they establish contact with the participants and attempt to gain their cooperation. 

Survey length. The UI recipient survey questionnaire is designed to be easy to complete. The 
questions are written in clear and straightforward language. The average time required for the 
respondent to complete the survey, either on the web or by telephone, is estimated at 30 minutes. 

Interviewer training. Mathematica has a cadre of survey operations staff who are experienced 
working on previous studies conducted for DOL as interviewers, supervisors, and monitors. These 
staff are familiar with similar questionnaire content and are sensitive to the difficulties faced by 
jobseekers and unemployed individuals. To the extent possible, Mathematica will assign these 
experienced staff to the UCP evaluation. All survey operations staff assigned to the study will 
participate in general training (if not already trained) as well as extensive project-specific training. 
Interviewers will not work on the study until they have been certified as prepared. The project-
specific training will include role playing with scenarios and other techniques to ensure that 
interviewers are ready to respond effectively to sample members’ questions. Responses to frequently 
asked questions will be reviewed. as will each questionnaire item. Interviewers will participate in 
supervised paired-practice sessions before they are certified as ready to interview for the project. 
Training sessions will stress the importance of being sensitive to respondent’s situations while 
remaining impartial. They will also focus on developing skills for securing respondents’ cooperation 
and averting and converting refusals. 

Targeted response rate. Employing these procedures, an 80 percent response to the UI 
recipient survey is targeted. When the survey is completed, an analysis that compares respondents to 
nonrespondents will be conducted to assess whether the survey sample is representative of the target 
population of UI recipients. This analysis will be done using UI claims and wage record data, which 
will be available for all sample members. These data will include demographic variables (sex, age, 
race/ethnicity), earnings measures (base period earnings and quarterly earnings from the UI wage 
records), and UI claim data (WBA, maximum benefit amount, weeks collected, and dollars 
collected). If it appears that the survey respondent sample is not representative, sample weights will 
be adjusted for nonresponse using propensity scoring methods. 

b. Nonresponse Bias Analyses for the UI Recipient Survey 

A bias may arise in study results if participating jurisdictions and individuals differ from the 
target population as a whole. The nonresponse bias analysis will provide some indication of whether 
a possible nonresponse bias exists and the data items and populations for which survey estimates 
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might have a greater potential for bias. However, because survey data will not be available for 
nonrespondents, the analysis can never determine conclusively if bias does or does not exist in the 
survey estimates. 

Nonresponse Bias Analysis at the Jurisdiction Level. Jurisdiction-level nonresponse results 
in the exclusion of a relatively large number of people, and the reason for the refusal of the 
jurisdiction to provide data may be correlated with the outcomes of interest for this evaluation. To 
assess the possibility of bias arising from jurisdiction-level nonresponse, both qualitative and a 
quantitative analyses will be conducted.  

The qualitative analysis will concentrate on the reasons for refusal given by UI jurisdictions that 
choose not to cooperate with the data request. Of particular concern is whether economic 
conditions or policies that could affect the outcomes of interest for this evaluation play a role in a 
refusal to provide data because this may indicate a potential for bias.  The results of the qualitative 
analysis could be consistent with the expectation that UI jurisdictions experiencing more strain on 
their UC system due to the recession are less likely to cooperate with a data request.  In that case, 
the first-stage stratification system described in Section B.1 would be expected to mitigate the 
potential bias arising from differences across jurisdictions in the increase in UI claims stemming 
from recessionary strains.  Depending on the results of the quantitative analysis described below, 
this could increase the confidence with which the study team might be able to make robust inference 
about the national population of UI claimants using the sample of jurisdictions selected for this 
study.  Alternatively, if UI jurisdictions identify other economic factors or policies as being more 
salient in a refusal decision, these could be included as variables in the quantitative analysis. 

The quantitative analysis will have two components: 

1. The study team will examine the extent to which the attributes of noncooperating 
jurisdictions differ systematically from the attributes of cooperating jurisdictions. This 
analysis will examine jurisdiction-level data available from DOL on the number of UI 
claims, number of first payments, and total benefits paid out on a monthly basis.  The 
analysis will also consider differences across jurisdictions in the policies identified in the 
qualitative analysis. 

2. Estimates from the Current Population Survey (CPS) can be used to compare the 
distribution of characteristics of the UI recipient population in responding jurisdictions 
to the full set of selected jurisdictions using the individual-level analysis methods 
described in the next subsection.25

Each of these analyses can provide suggestive evidence on the extent to which jurisdiction-level 
response varies according to characteristics that are likely to be significant predictors of the 
outcomes of interest for this study. As such, the results from the nonresponse bias analysis could 
affect the study’s conclusions.   

  Some of the characteristics available from the CPS 
include age, race/ethnicity, gender, occupation, and industry. 

  

                                                 
25 Measures derived from the CPS will be calculated using the sampling weights provided in that survey. 
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Substantive differences between cooperating and noncooperating jurisdictions, and/or strong 
associations between outcomes and nonresponse-relevant economic factors within the cooperating 
jurisdictions would indicate nonresponse that would be considered “informative,” relative to the 
potential outcomes of the sample members.  Informative nonresponse would suggest a form of 
selection bias at the jurisdiction level, in which case it would not be reasonable to calculate fully 
nationally representative estimates using the survey sample.    We will assess multiple ways to analyze 
these data.  In one approach, the study team could seek to conduct design-based inference about a 
population of UI jurisdictions that the sample most closely resembles (that is, a population of UI 
jurisdiction with a similar distribution of the characteristics found to be significant in the analyses 
described above).  In this case, inference could be based only on the main sample or on the entire 
augmented sample (including jurisdictions from the main and reserve samples), depending on the 
results of the qualitative analysis.  Estimates based on this approach would be presented with 
appropriate cautions regarding the extent to which the findings can actually be generalized to such a 
population.  Second, the study team could simply treat the entire augmented sample of cooperating 
jurisdictions as a convenience sample.  In this case, statistical inference would be valid within the 
sample only, and the presentation of the findings would make it clear that estimates based on such 
an analysis do not generalize to any clear population.   

If the quantitative analyses of jurisdiction-level nonresponse do not yield significant results (i.e., 
“uninformative” nonresponse), this suggests that selective nonresponse is less likely to introduce 
bias in the study’s findings.  In this case, the study team would use the main or augmented sample 
(depending on the results of the qualitative analysis) to calculate national estimates.  However, the 
study would explicitly acknowledge that (1) estimates could still be biased based on factors not 
accounted for in the quantitative nonresponse analysis and (2) the relatively small sample size of UI 
jurisdictions could limit the power of the quantitative analysis to reveal statistical differences.  The 
findings of the study would include appropriate caveats for readers. 

Nonresponse Bias Analysis at the Individual Level. As with almost any survey, some 
nonresponse among the UI recipients selected for the study is inevitable. Some sample members will 
not be located and others will not be able or willing to respond to the survey. The nonresponse bias 
analysis will use various data items in the administrative data files, including demographic 
information, employment status and quarterly earnings. The nonresponse bias analysis will consist of 
the following steps:  

1. Compute response rates for key subgroups.  

2. Compare the distributions of respondent and nonrespondent characteristics using initial 
sampling weights. 

3. Identify the characteristics that best predict nonresponse and use this information to 
generate nonresponse weight adjustments. 

4. Post-stratify survey estimates of the size of the study population to match national 
totals. 

5. Compare the distribution of characteristics of respondents using the fully response-
adjusted analysis weights to the distribution of characteristics of the full sample using 
the unadjusted sampling weights. 

These bias analyses will builds on the individual-level nonresponse analysis used to adjust the survey 
sampling weights to compensate for this nonresponse (see Section B.1).  The analyses will be 
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conducted within and across UI jurisdictions to assess whether the potential for nonresponse bias 
differs among jurisdictions. Each of these steps is discussed below in greater detail. 

Compute response rates for subgroups. The response rate for the subgroups will be 
computed using the American Association for Public Opinion Research definition of the response 
rate: the weighted number of completed interviews with eligible participants divided by the 
estimated number of eligible individuals (AAPOR 2011). Overall response rates will be computed 
for the full sample and by jurisdiction. Response rates will then be computed for subgroups defined 
by characteristics available in the UI claims data to examine if these rates differ systematically from 
the overall response rate. 

Compare the characteristics of respondents and nonrespondents. Next, the characteristics 
of respondents and nonrespondents will be calculated according to characteristics available in the UI 
claims data. The statistical significance of the difference between the respondent and nonrespondent 
subgroups will be assessed using t-tests. This type of analysis can be useful in identifying patterns of 
differences in observable characteristics that might suggest nonresponse bias, it can be affected by 
small sample sizes and generally has low power to detect substantive differences. The large number 
of statistical tests conducted can also result in high rates of Type I error. 

Identify the best explanatory factors of nonresponse and generate nonresponse weight 
adjustments. As described in Section B.1, logistic regression modeling is commonly used to 
develop adjustment factors for nonresponse. This approach is also known as response propensity 
modeling and can be viewed as an extension of the classical weighting-class nonresponse adjustment 
procedure that makes it possible to include more factors (that is, binary, categorical, and continuous 
factors) in nonresponse adjustments. A CHAID analysis will be used to assist in identifying 
potentially significant interactions among the subgroups or factors available for all individuals. The 
final response propensity model will be using variables developed from the interaction terms 
identified in the CHAID analyses. Based on the final model, the inverse of the predicted propensity 
to respond will be used as an adjustment factor to the initial sampling weights.  

Computing nonresponse adjustment factors will contribute substantially to the nonresponse 
bias analysis by identifying the main effects and interaction among main effects that are statistically 
associated with nonresponse.  This information will be used in the bias analysis to form levels of 
categorical variables for computing response rates and point estimates using both the original 
sampling weights and the nonresponse adjusted sampling weights. 

Post-stratify survey estimates to match available national totals. Post-stratification is a 
procedure whereby the response-adjusted weights are further adjusted so that survey estimates of 
the size of the study population are aligned to known totals external to the survey. This process 
offers face-validity for reporting population counts and has some statistical benefits. In this study, 
survey estimates of the number of UI recipients with first payments in each BYB date range will be 
be post-stratified to the national counts available from ETA.  

Compare the fully-adjusted weighted distribution of respondent characteristics to the 
distribution for the full sample using  initial weights. In this last step, the distribution of 
respondent baseline characteristics will be compared to the distribution for the full study population 
and for key subgroups. This analysis can highlight measures where the potential for nonresponse 
bias is greatest and where greater caution should be exercised in the interpretation of the observed 
findings. 
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c. Reliability of Data Collection for the UI Recipient Survey 

The UI recipient survey includes questions that have been widely used and tested in the field by 
other recent studies such as the Trade Adjustment Assistance Study Follow-Up Survey (OMB 
number 1205-0460) and the Individual Training Account 2 (ITA2) Follow-up Questionnaire (OMB 
1205-0441). Other surveys referenced were the Temporary Extended Unemployment Compensation 
questionnaire, the UI Exhaustee questionnaire, and the Emergency Unemployment Compensation 
questionnaire. During development, the UI recipient survey questionnaire was reviewed by staff at 
DOL, Mathematica project staff, and members of the project’s Technical Working Group (TWG). 
The survey has also been pretested with UI recipients. [NOTE:  This section will be updated after 
completion of pretests.] 

In addition, to better understand the reliability of the data reported, differences in answers 
across modes (web or CATI) will be carefully reviewed. In the web survey, an answer to key 
questions will be required before the respondent can proceed; programming the instrument this way 
will improve the completeness of data and, hence, the response rate. 

Further, because it is expected that some sample members will have multiple UI benefit years in 
the period of interest, the study researchers will establish the UI claim date of interest at the 
beginning of the survey. Other recall aids such as dates of employment subsequent to job loss and 
dates of enrollment in school or training program, will be recorded and retained by the CATI and 
web programs and used at appropriate questions. Probes, verifications, and consistency checks will 
be programmed into both the CATI and web versions of the survey, further ensuring the reliability 
of the data collected. Except for language necessary to accommodate self-administration versus 
being asked by an interviewer, the content of both survey versions will be identical. 

Finally, interviewing supervisors will monitor at least 10 percent of each interviewer’s work 
using silent call-monitoring equipment and video monitors that display the interviewer’s screen. 
Supervisors will evaluate interviewer performance based in part on this monitoring. Supervisors will 
then discuss these evaluations and coach interviewers to ensure high-quality data collection. 
Retraining and/or re-assignments will be provided as needed. 

d. Response Rates for the Survey of UI Administrators 

State UI directors in the 50 states and the District of Columbia will be asked to complete the 
survey of UI administrators or to have a designee do so. A high response rate (targeted to be 
100 percent) will be achieved through strategies that facilitate easy completion of the survey. One 
such strategy is that the survey is designed as a self-administered questionnaire that can be 
completed on the hard copy or by computer using a write-enabled pdf-formatted questionnaire; this 
will allow the administrators to complete the survey at a time that is convenient for them. More 
generally, Mathematica will mail a letter of invitation and a survey booklet to the 51 UI 
administrators asking for their participation. Also, an electronic version of the questionnaire will be 
emailed to administrators for whom email addresses are available or upon their request. To ensure 
maximum flexibility for the respondent, UI administrators can email or fax the completed survey 
back or return it via regular mail using a pre-paid business reply envelope that will be included with 
the initial mailing packet. 

In addition, the survey of UI administrators begins with a pre-filled, state-specific fact sheet 
pertaining to the state’s adoption of the UC-related ARRA provisions. Administrators will be asked 
to confirm or correct the pre-filled information. The remainder of the survey is identical for all 
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administrators, but it contains appropriate skip logic and instructions so that non-applicable 
questions can be disregarded. Taken together, use of the pre-filled information and the skip logic in 
the questions will ensure that the survey can be completed without undue burden on the 
respondents. The survey is expected to take an average of about 30 minutes to complete. 

The study team will contact state administrators who do not respond within two weeks to 
encourage them to do so, finding ways to make participation as easy as possible for UI 
administrators. TWG members or members of professional associations may be contacted to aid in 
the effort to secure survey cooperation. 

e. Reliability of Data Collection for the Survey of UI Administrators 

Several strategies to ensure the reliability of the data collected through the survey of UI 
administrators will be used. First, a state-specific fact sheet that is pre-populated with publicly 
available information about the adoption of UC provisions (discussed above) will be provided to 
administrators, with a request that they confirm or correct the information. In addition, 
administrators will be encouraged to collaborate with colleagues and/or to delegate completion of 
specific questionnaire items as needed. 

When the completed surveys are returned, they will be reviewed by project staff, who will 
follow up as appropriate with the main respondent (or his or her designee) for clarification or to 
request responses to any incomplete items. 

f. Response Rates for the Site Visit Data Collection Effort 

The plan to collect study data during site visits will ensure that response rates are high and that 
the data are reliable. After receiving DOL approval of the 20 states selected for the study, a letter 
will be sent to each state’s UI director introducing the study, informing the director of the interest in 
visiting the state, and indicating that a researcher will call to schedule an initial phone call.26

                                                 
26 Because the administrative data collection and survey of UI administrators will have occurred before the initial 

phone calls for the site visits, the contractor will coordinate communications with UI directors to inform them of the 
various study components and explain that the state might be contacted for the study’s in-person data collection about 
decisionmaking and implementation. 

 During 
this initial phone call, the study researcher will explain the purpose of the study so the UI director 
will be aware of what is expected upon agreeing to participate. The study researcher also will obtain 
information on which staff within the UI office would be best able to respond to the various 
protocol modules; solicit suggestions about other stakeholders, such as legislators, lobbyists, and 
advisory council members to contact for interviews; and identify possible visit dates. Before the 
initial phone call to the UI director, the researcher assigned to work with each state will review 
publicly available background materials and responses to the survey of UI administrators to discern 
which optional provisions were adopted and the political and economic context of the state. This 
information will enable the researcher to verify any information that is unclear and determine which 
respondent categories will be targeted during the site visit. In a follow-up email, the site visitor will 
thank the administrator for agreeing to participate in the research and will also summarize the 
purpose of the visit and relay a tentative visit schedule based on information gathered during the 
discussion. 
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Site visitors will begin working with state staff well in advance of each visit to ensure that the 
timing of the visit is convenient. The site visits will take place over a period of several months, 
which also will allow flexibility in timing. Because the visits will involve several interviews and 
activities each day, there will be flexibility in the scheduling of specific interviews and activities to 
accommodate the particular needs of respondents. 

Two weeks before the site visit, the data systems survey will be mailed to the benefits chief (or 
other appropriate staff member, as identified by the UI director) for completion. The questionnaire 
is composed primarily of closed-ended questions and will take an average of 45 minutes to complete. 
The completed questionnaires will be reviewed by the study team before the site visits, and the site 
visitors will ask clarifying and follow-up questions during the visit. 

Each site visit will include both one-on-one and small group interviews, as appropriate and 
following the guidance of the UI director. For instance, in some states, a one-on-one interview with 
the UI director might be conducted, while in other states, the same topics might be covered with the 
UI director and/or top deputies. Should scheduling conflicts prevent a meeting with all respondents 
while on site, follow-up phone calls will be conducted accordingly. Similarly, should follow-up 
questions arise after a visit, researchers will call or email respondents for clarification.  

g. Reliability of Data Collection for the Site Visits 

Four well-proven strategies will be used to ensure the reliability of the data. First, a pilot site 
visit will be conducted by two experienced site visitors. During this visit, the site visitors will assess 
the flow and pacing of the discussion that is guided by the questions in the site visit protocol to 
ensure that it is feasible during a visit to collect comprehensive information that is in accord with the 
study’s goals. As needed, revisions to the protocol will be made to facilitate the data collection 
effort. Second, all site visitors, most of whom already have extensive experience with this data 
collection method, will be thoroughly trained in the issues of importance to this particular study. 
This training will include techniques to probe for additional details to help interpret responses to 
interview questions and to assure all interview respondents of the privacy of their responses to 
questions. Third, when appropriate, the protocols will use standardized checklists to further ensure 
that the information is collected systematically. Finally, each site visit report will be read by a senior 
member of the evaluation team to ensure that the relevant data are collected and recorded.  

4. Tests of Procedures or Methods 

All procedures, instruments, and protocols to be used in the conduct of the UCP evaluation will 
be tested to assess the data collection processes can be evaluated, to evaluate the clarity of the 
questions to be asked, to identify possible modifications to either question wording or question 
order that could improve the quality of the data, and to estimate respondent burden. The tests for 
each of the three data collection efforts that are part of this request for clearance will be conducted 
prior to the full roll-out of the data collection effort. 

UI recipient survey. The UI recipient questionnaire will be thoroughly pretested with nine UI 
recipients. Following each pretest, project staff will debrief with the participant using a standard 
debriefing protocol to determine if any words or questions were difficult to understand and answer. 
If problems are found with the content or timing of the questionnaire, adjustments will be made. 
[NOTE:  This section will be updated after the pretest.]  Pretests will be conducted using hard copy 
versions of the instrument. However, before fielding the survey, rigorous usability tests of both the 
CATI and web versions will be conducted. Project and survey operations staff will log into CATI 
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and web test sites to implement different scenarios designed to ensure that all skip logic, fills, layout, 
response formats, and overall survey navigation pass stringent requirements. 

Survey of UI administrators. Since the survey will be administered to all 50 states and the 
District of Columbia, the options for conducting a pretest of the survey are limited. Asking a state to 
complete the survey as a pretest might affect its responses when the survey is deployed. Thus, the 
team will ask one member of the study’s TWG who is a former UI state administrator to complete 
the survey as he would in that capacity and to provide us with his feedback on the content and 
length of the survey. The team will also ask other members of the TWG for their suggestions of 
other individuals who currently are not state administrators but who could provide us with 
appropriate feedback on the survey. 

Site visits. To ensure that the site visit protocols are used effectively as field guides and that 
they yield comprehensive and comparable data across the 20 states, senior research team members 
will conduct a pilot site visit before the full round of site visits. The purposes of the pilot test are to 
ensure that the field protocol, which will guide field researchers as they collect data on site, include 
appropriate probes that assist site visitors in delving deeply into topics of interest and that the 
protocols do not omit relevant topics of inquiry. Furthermore, use of the protocols during a pilot 
site visit can enable the research staff leading this task to assess that the site visit agenda that the 
research team develops—including how data collection activities should generally be structured 
during each site visit—is practical given the amount of data to be collected and the amount of time 
allotted for each data collection activity. Adjustments to the site visit guides will be made as 
necessary. 

5. Individuals Consulted on Statistical Methods 

To ensure that the best decisions were made regarding the statistical aspects of the design, 
experts from outside the agency were consulted, and their input has helped to shape the sampling 
design. These experts included project staff from Mathematica and the Urban Institute, as well as 
members of the project’s TWG. The experts consulted are listed below, along with telephone 
contact information. Only evaluation staff from Mathematica and the Urban Institute will collect 
and analyze the information.  

Mathematica 

Dr. Karen Needels, Project Director (541) 753-0201 
Dr. Walter Nicholson, Co–Principal Investigator (413) 542-2191 
Ms. Linda Rosenberg, Task Leader–States’ Decision- 

Making Analysis and Implementation Study (609) 936-2762 
Dr. Frank Potter, Senior Fellow (609) 936-2799 
Dr. Eric Grau, Senior Statistician (609) 945-3330 
Dr. Heinrich Hock, Research Economist (202) 250-3557 
Dr. Annalisa Mastri, Senior Researcher (609) 275-2390 

The Urban Institute 

Dr. Wayne Vroman, Co–Principal Investigator (202) 261-5573 
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Members of the Technical Working Group (TWG) 

Dr. Rich Hobbie, National Association of State Workforce Agencies (202) 434-8020 
Dr. Till von Wachter, Russell Sage Foundation and  

Columbia University (212) 355-3406 
Dr. Stephen Woodbury, Michigan State University and 

W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research (269) 385-0408 
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